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ABSTRACT
The development of long-range c-w radar has necessitated
the investigation of low-frequency noise sidebands present on
the output of a microwave oscillator. Amplitude modulation and
frequency modulation due to noise at frequencies within the
"Doppler" band may result in serious range limitations and spu-
rious signal information.
Primarily, this research is concerned with the design and
construction of an analyzer which yields the power spectra of
amplitude and frequency-modulation noise sidebands on an X-Band
carrier.
A c-w klystron or magnetron supplies the microwave signal,
which is demodulated in a silicon crystal detector circuit to
seperate the a-m noise voltages from the carrier. A resonant
microwave cavity is used to convert frequency-modulation side-
bands to equivalent amplitude modulation prior to detection.
An audio "bucking" circuit is described which provides a means
of seperating a-m from f-m spectra, and enables the noise gen-
erated within the detector circuit to be measured.
The analyzer is capable of accepting noise voltages from
the detector as small as 150 decibels below one volt, and in a
frequency range of 20 cycles per second to 60 kilocycles per
k,
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second. A narrow-band portion of the input signal is selected,
amplified and recorded on the paper tape of a Brush Recorder.
The entire range of input frequencies is covered by the
narrow band width through the use of a superheterodyne circuit,
which converts each signal frequency to a fixed intermediate
frequency by beating the input signal against the signal of a
local oscillator. At the intermediate-frequency level, the
narrow-band filtering is accomplished by a quartz-crystal lat-
tice filter, which provides band widths of 10 cps or 100 cps.
A logarithmic attenuator makes it possible to record input
variations as large as 40 decibels without alteration of the
system gain. Linearity of the analyzer is maintained through
the use of overload meters at various points in the system.
By this expedient, and by mechanically driving the local os-
cillator over a sufficient range of frequencies to cover the
entire input spectrum, the data is obtained automatically and
accurately.
In addition to the narrow-band power spectrum, the r-m-s
value of the input noise in several wide band widths may be
obtained with a thermal voltmeter built into the analyzer.
Finally, the noise spectra obtained from the outputs of
a c-w magnetron and a microwave klystron under various op-
erating conditions are presented and discussed.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Henry J. Zimmermann
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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CHAPTER I
THE VACUUM TUBE NOISE PROBLEM
A. Development af the Problem
The problem of determining the low frequency noise output
of microwave oscillators enters into the design of all c-w micro-
wave communication and measurement equipment. nThis noise problem
is probably most critical in its relation to c-w radar. The simple
c-w radar obtains its information through the mraeasurement of a
shift of the carrier frequency, conmmonly called the "Doppler"
1
shift. The frequency range of the carrier shift or Doppler may
extend from very low audio to frequencies of 50 or 60 kilocycles,
depending on the carrier frequency and the relative velocity of
target and radar.
In the more common pulsed radar, low frequency noise sidebands
present on the transmitter can have no effect on receiver sen-
sitivity, for the transmitter is gated off when the receiver is
required to perform its measurements. Furthermore, the range of
signal frequencies of interest in pulsed radar falls far above the
sonic or Doppler, so that the danger of obtaining spurious infor-
mation due to low frequency noise is eliminated.
In direct contrast to this, the transmitter in the c-w radar
is continuously on and generally located in close proximity to
the receiver. Since complete decoupling between transmitter and
receiver is impossible, some transmitter signal or "feed-through"
will appear at the input terminals of the receiver. Note that
although the feed-through differs slightly in frequency from the
returning signal, and Is thereby distinguishable from that signal,
-1-
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the noise sidebands present on the transmitter will raise the
receiver noise level.
In practice, attenuation between transmitting and receivinf
antennas seldom exceeds 40 db. Furthermore, the effective range
of a rqdar varies inversely with the fourth root of the ratio oI
received to transmitted power. Since this ratio can be no small
er than that permitted by overall receiver sensitivity, trans-
mitter noise will limit the maximum range of a c-w radar be-
cause of its adverse effect on receiver noise level.
It should also be observed that any large components of noi
(such as hum or microphonics) present on the envelope of trans-
mitter feed-through might be misconstrued as Doppler signal and
thereby yield false information.
In addition to amplitude-modulation noise sidebands, fre-
quency-modulation noise (deviation of carrier frequency due to
noise modulation) is also of great interest in c-w radar design.
F-MV noise sidebands present on either the transmitter or local
oscillator outputs of a c-w radar may lead to spurious Doppler
information.
The microwave carrier frequency investigated in the re-
search lies at X-Band or 10,000 megacycles. At this wavelength
(3 cm.), the power output required for a long-range radar trans-
mitter (10-100 watts) is generally supplied by a magnetron.
Within the receiver, the local oscillator signal, usually about
100 milliwatts of power, is supplied by a klystron, generally
of the reflex, single-cavity type.
Although most books and papers on c-w radar will point out
1,2
the noise problem mentioned here, little work has been done on
the development of accurate and rapid technicues for obtaining
~1
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the noise vs. frequency spectra of microwave oscillators, a
step which must be conpleted before low-noise equipment de-
sign can procede very far.
Before outlining the general requirements of a noise
measuring system or discussing equipment and techniques
already developed for that purpose, it will be helpful to
mention briefly the types and character of noise encountered
in vacuum tube circuits.
-W
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B. Sources of Noise in Vacuum Tubes
1. Classification of Noise. lNoise, as it is related to re
communication practice may be defined as spurious voltage
current which appears at the output of a circuit. Wvhether
this spurious output is significant depends of course on i
character and relation to the desired signal. It is possi
careful cnoice of operating conditions to comnPletely elimi
nany forms of noise, while other forms are fundamental in
and may never be completely removed.
Noise genereted within an electronic system is attrib
to several causes. It is made up of impulse noise, having
repetition period and continuous frequency spectrum, and n
don noise, having a definite repetition period anrid a discr
frequency spectrum.
2. Random Noise.
(a) hhermal noise. In all electronic equipment, ther
noise is an ultimate irreducible quantity. It is gen
in all impedances by the minute currents set up by th
3
rmal motion of electrons. The open circuit thermal no
voltage genersted in an impedance has the nean-square
2
En  = 4KTAfRn
where
En2 = mean-square value of thermal noise voltage
K = Boltzmann's constant: 1.37 .10-23 ergs/deg:
T = absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin
R = resistive component of the impedance
Af = bandwidth over which En 2 is measured, p
m1 ~
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The frequency spectrurm cf thermal noise is unifc
frequencies higher than a thousand negacycles, becau
thermal motion producing the noise currents retains
pulsive character even at these frequencies.
(b) Shot noise. The emission from a hot vacuum tube
is made up of finite electrons which leave the catho
face in a random fashion. As a result of this corpu
behavior, minute fluctuations will appear in the pla
of the tube. This phenomenon was named Shot Effect
3
Schottky in 1918.
As is the case with thermal noise, shot noise
portant out to very high frequencies. In fact, ther.
shot noise are the principal sources of internal noi,
radio equipment. For this reason, it i's very conven
express them in comparable units. An equivalent gri(
has been defined for this purpose. This equivalent"
resistance generates a thermal noise of sufficient m
to reproduce the effect of plate current shot fluctuý
For the space-charge limited triode, for examplf
close approximation for the equivalent grid resistor
Req . 2.5gm
,where gm is the tranconcductance of the triode.
It is interesting to note that the signal-to-no[
of the triode amplifier imoroves directly as 47.
(c) Flicker noise. Another form of random noise that
frequencies becomes large enough to exceed the shot c
by several orders of magnitude is flicker noise. Rar
changes in the condition of the cat-iode surface due t
_1
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fusion, evaporation, gas-ion bombardment and other such4
causes are responsible for this phenomenon.
(d) Partition noise. In general, it is found that triodes
tend to be quieter than tetrodes and pentodes. The excess
noise in multicollector tubes, called partition noise, has
been found to be due to the division of tube current bet-
ween the collector electrodes, whereby the noise-reduction
3
effects due to space charge are reduced.
It should finally be pointed out that use of a vacuum
tube as a mixer wili greatly increase its apparant shot noise
level. Multigrid mixers are, as expected, the noisiest of
the mixer group.
(e) :ilagnetron noise. The magnetron is a diode vwhich, vwith
the aid of a magnetic field, produces short electromagnetic
waves. In the usual design of a microwave mugnetron, the
resonant circuit is a number of closely coupled cavities
within the evacuated portion of the tube.
The carrier output of a magnetron contains noise
modulation sidebands which are attributable to two causes.
One source of noise is the ever-present shot effect. The
second noise source is believed to be nodulati)n due to
ions in the interaction sepace of the magnetron. There
positive ions neutralize space charge in a random fashion
and thereby cause variations in the electron curr-nt. The
resultant current fluctuations appear on the )utout envelope
as noise modulation.
(f) Klystron noise. The klystron is a nicrowave oscillator
whici makes use of the comparatively long transit times pre-
m
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sent at very high freauencies to produce oscillations in a
6
resonant cavity. The reflex kylstron, most commonly used at
X-Bant, makes use of a single resonator and a retarding field
(produced by a reflector electrode maintained at R notentIl1
negative with respect to the cathode) to create the electronic
configuration necessary to produce oscillation.
As is to be expected, shot and oprtition noise will
contribute to the low frequency modulation of the reflex kyl-
stron. There are, in addition, random interaction effects
between the electron streams within the resonator which result
in considerable enhancement of the noise.
As is true for the magnetron, there is little data avail-
able on klystron noise in the frequency range of interest to
this research.
(g) Crystal noise. One final type of rqndom noise, which
although not related to the vacuum tube, is nevertheless of
great importance here. This noise is the low frequency noise
output current of P silicon crystal rectifier. The silicon
point-contact crystpl detector, whose properties will be more
fully discussed in Chapter II, vwas used as the diode detector
in the spectrum analyzer built in this investigation.
Little is known about the origin of noise in crystal
rectifiers. Especi-•Ly difficult is the problem of analyzing
7
crystal noise vith r-f excitation.
4ithin the crystal rectifier Pre generated both thermal
and shot noise. However, in the Pudio range, the noise varies
inversely with the frequency, and is orders of nnagnitude grent-
er at these frequencies than at higher frequencies. However,
since thermal and shot noise rre indecendent of frequency,
_-
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some other mechanism must be responsible for the excess noise
8
at low frequencies, which is sometimes called "convorted noise'"
No adequate hypothesis for such a mechanism has as yet been
suggested.
3. Non-Random Noise.
(a) Hum. Spurious output fluctuations of an electronic cir-
cuit at the power line frequency or its harmonics is comaaonly
known as hum. High-gain amplifiers often exhibit large out-
put hum levels caused by the introduction of hum components
into low-level stages through the plate circuits, by coupling
of a-c heater voltages into cathode circuits and by such
phenomena as magnetic and electrostatic pick-up.
(b) Microphonics. Noises produced by the effects of mechanical
vibration are classed as microphonics. Electrode motion in
the low-level stages of an amplifier produces thterelectrode
capacitance variations and fluctuations of transc'nductance
which appear as current variations at the resonant frequencies
of the tube structure. Some tubes have be3n specially de-
signed structurally for low-microphonic operation.
:dicrophonics and hum may appear on the output of micro-
wave oscillators unless precautions such as shock mounting,
well-filtered power suoplies and d-c filament excitation are
taken.
·L mi --
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C. General Requirements of Measurement System
An outline will now be given of the general requirements
for a system which would accomplish a noise analysis on a
microwave oscillator.
For simplicity, the system will be divided into three
sections:
1. Preselector and Detector. In this section, the spectrum to
be measured is seperated from the microwave carrier by denodu-
lation. Since both a-m and f-mn spectra are desired, this section
must contain the auxiliary equipment necessary to convert the
f-m noise to an equivalent a.m.
2. Measurement Section. The heart of the system is contained here.
The measurement section must accept frequencies ranging from low
audio (20-40 cps) to the ultrasonic (50-60 kc.). Voltages en-
countered at the input to this stage may be as low as 140 db.
below one volt, so that the input circuits must be carefully de-
signed and constructed to obtain the necessary sensitivity. The
system must select a narrow-bond portion of the noise input spectrum
and amplify the signal in that band width to a level which can
easily be measured. The narrow-band filtering is necessary to
provide sufficient resolution for separating fixed frequency
noise components such as hun and microphonics from similar components
at neighboring frequencies, and to provide an indication of the
character of the noise as a function of frequency.
3. Recording Section. The output of the measurment section is fed
into these last stages, wherein are contained the recording mech-
anism and associated equipment to yield the final spectrum as a
plot of voltage v. frequency.
__ ~_ 
__~~_
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D. Corimmercial and Other Analyzers
Several coae-rcial spectrum analyzers are available at pre-
sent, but they all fall short of the desired characteristics
either in frequency range, sensitivity of resolution. For example,
the General Radio WVave Analyzer, which has an excellent narrow-
band filter, requires a pre-amplifier to obtain sensitivity, has
a maximum frequency of only 20 kc, and requires a tedious point-
by-point analysis to obtain the complete spectrum. The Sonic and
Ultrasonic Analyzers built by Panoramic Radio Products, Inc., pro-
vide an oscilloscopic representation of the input spectrum. How-
ever, a pre-amplifier is necessary, two separate analyzers are re-
quired to cover the entire frequency range, and resolution falls
short of that desired for noise analysis.
A spectrum analyzer built specifically for the purpose of
9
obtaining noise spectra was designed by R. L. Kelleher. The
system covers the range of frequencies from 40 cps to 20 kc.
It uses a "Q-Jultiplier" narrow-band circuit, and the output i!
read on a long-time-constant thermal milliameter. The analyzer
was designed to yield the the a-m spectrum of a u-h-f trnnsmitter
by a point-by-point analysis.
All the equipment mentioned here hrs been used in preliminary
work relative to this thesis, and this investigation has made clear
the need for a good narrow-band filter with sharp "skirts" (the
Q-;Vultiplier, far instance, provides a narrow band width, but re-
tains the gradually sloping-off characteristic of a simple tuned
circuit). Also it is highly desirable to avoid slow point-by-
point analysis methods. The system described in the following
chapter has attempted to incorporate these characteristics, in
addition to extending the range of noise frequencies which can
be measured, and providing a method of obtaining the f-- spectrum.
---
·
1
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CHAPTER II
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A NOISE SPECTRUM ANALYZER
A. Discussion of Proposed System
The block diagram shown in Fig. 1 shows the system which
was proposed to accomplish the requirements stated in Chapter I,
section C. A brief discussion of the entire system will be
foliowed by a more detailed analysis of the design and con-
struction of each section.
1. Preselector and Detector. For a-m measurements the microwave
carrier is demodulated by a silicon crystal detector and the noise
sidebands are fed to the measurement section. For f-m spectral
data, the f-m is converted to an equivalent a.m. through the use
of a resonant cavity and the resultant carrier is again demodulated.
The preselector stage contains a special circuit for measuring
crystal as well as removing amplitude-modulation noise from
the frequency-modulation spectrum. Also in this section is con-
tained a calibration circuit and an input attenuator to prevent
overload of the measurement section.
2. Mvleasurement Section. The noise voltage is first amplified
in the pre-amplifier, after which it is fed to the r-m-s indicator
for wide-band thermal measurement and to the balanced mixer as the
first step in narrow-band spectral analysis. The spectrum analyzer
makes use of the well-known superheterodyne principle. The noise
input, whose magnitude is desired in a narrow band centered about
frequency fi (let fi be 1 kc), is mixed with a strong local os-
cillator signal of frequency fl- fi + f0 , where fo is a fixed in-
termediate frequency (in this case 80 kc). The output of the mixer
__M
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contains many frequencies, but those Khich fall within the pass
the
band of Ai-f amplifier are fo (80 kc), fl (81 kc) and fo-+2f i (82 kc).
The components of frequencies 80 kc and 82 kc are of equal voltage
Magnitudes (proportional to input signal voltage), and are small
coLipared to the local oscillator voltage at 81 ke. It is necessary
that such a voltage relationship be maintained if linear miixing is
10
desired. Only the component at the i-f cEnter frequency fo (80 kc)
must be allowed to enter the i-f amplifier. The other two fre-
quencies are eliminated by using a narrow-bpnd crystal filter
(which does not pass 82 kc), and by employing a balanced mixer,
which does not contain the local oscillator signal in its output.
The full range of input noise frequencies are covered by
mechanically driving the local oscillator from 80 kc to 140 ke,
thereby providing for coverage of input frequencies up to 60 ke.
The input noise signal, converted in the mixer to 80 kc, is
amplified, detected and processed by a logarithmic attenuator.
The latter device extends the range of input voltages which can
be measured without a change in circuit gain. Finally, the signal,
now d.oc., is fed to the recording section.
3. Recording Section. Because the local oscillator is continuously
driven, the recording section must be capable of presenting the
system output in a continuous fashion as it comes from the meas-
urement section. This is accomplished by using a Brush Recorder
which presents the data on a strip ac ruled peper tape driven by
a synchronous motor. The Recorder has two channels, one of which
is used to record the spectral data, and the other to record fre-
quency markers which indicate the input noise frequency being
measured. The latter channel is fed by the frequency marker
generator, which is in turn triggered by the local oscillator.
-q
L___il_;__ ~ _:___
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The entire system is operated over the linear rer':ions of
the various sections, with overload meters placed at key points
to insure that linearity is maintained during a noise analysis.
In this way, the analyzer is .. ade direct reading after an initial
calibration.
Finally, once several initial controls are set, the analyzer
is designed to run automatically and shut itself off after an
entire run has been completed.
A detailed analysis of each stage of the spectrum analyzer
will now be undertaken. The discussion will begin with the
measurement section, of which the pre-aplifier is the input
stage.
-15-
B. The Pre-Amplifier
The pre-amplifier must have two basic characteristics. First
of all, the noise generated within the amplifier must be suffi-
ciently low to allow for the detection of the smallest input sig-
nal. The second requirement is that the band width of the stage
to the 3 db points be approximately 20 cps to 60 kc.
As was pointed out in Chapter I, the ultimate irreducible
noise source in an amplifier is the thermal noise generated in its
input resistor. For this system the value of that resistor is 200
o•hms, the crystal detector load resistance. Further, the mini-
mum measurement band width provided by the crystal filter will be
snown to be 10 cps. Using Johnson's formula for thermal noise
(equation 1), the minimum noise at the input to the pre-amplifier
is calculated to be 165 db below one volt or .00562 microvolts.
In addition to the thermal noise generated in the input re-
sistance, the shot noise, flicker noise, hum and microphonics
generated in the input tube will limit the sensitivity of the pre-
amplifier. In order to make the amplifier sensitivity as large
as possible, a transformer is introduced between the detector
load resistance and the first tube. This input transformer may
be seen in the schematic diagram of the pre-amplifier, Fig. 2.
The problem of designing an audio transformer with a 200
ohm input impedance, a reasonable resoonse from 10 cps to 60 kc,
and a voltage gain of 10, was solved by the Freed Transformer Co.
of New York, who supplied the unit used here. Figure 3 shows the
frequency response characteristic of the input transformer.
The sudden rise of the response curve near 40 kc is due to the
self-resonance of the transformer leakage inductance with dis-
tributed and stray capacity. This rise is equalized in the pen-
--
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tode stage of the pre-Pmplifier by the variable capacitor across
the load resistance, which flattens the response above 20 kc.
The tuned plate circuit then raises the response near 60 kc.
The first vacuum-tube stage is a 12AY7, a General Electric
miniature triode with special low-mnicrophonic construction. The
equivalent shot noise resistor (Chapter I, section B-2) given by
equation (2) is 1,930 ohms. Because of the transformer present
between this resistance and the 200 ohm input resistance, the shot
noise resistance must be referred to the input by dividing by the
square of the transformer turns ratio or 100. The total effective
input resistence is then 200 + 19.3 * 219.3 otms, while without the
input transformer it would have been 200 4 1,930 = 2,130 ohmsJ
The three stages of gain, transformer, triode and pentode
supply a total gain of 90 db, about the maximum which could be
obtained together with the desired bpnd width. These stnes are
shock mounted and enclosed in a mu-metal shield to avoid stray
hum pickup. Wire-wound plate resistors are u'ed as suggested by
11*
Terman to reduce resistor noise.
A buffer stage, in the form of a cathode follower, is placed
between the pentode stage and the band width controls, output
attenuator, and the peak-reading voltmeter. The second cathode
follower provides a low impedance output from the pre-amplifier.
Figure 4 shows the overall frequency response characteristic
of the pre-amplifier, as well as the effect of inserting the
various band width control filters.
To insure that linearity of the system is not destroyed by
overload, a peak-reading voltmeter was added to the amolifier.
This unit consists of a triode amplifier and an infinite input
ll**
impedance detector. The 1 ma. d-c meter is adjusted to give a
* p. 366
** p. 563
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pre-set reading of 0.9 ma. when the pre-amplifier is overloaded
(see Fig. 5). Switch 5 (Fig. 2) selects the input to the peak-
reading voltmeter, which may be either the pre-amplifier output
or the mixer input. These two voltages are seperated by an
attenuator and the bpnd width controls. Such an arrangement is
necessary because the mixer overloads at a voltage which is 20 db
below the maximum pre-amplifier output of 20 volts peak. The
meter circuit is so designed that the meter reading which indicates
overload is the same for either position of switch 5.
The 80 kc trap inserted between the cathode followers in-
sures that no signal at the intermediate frequency passes through
12
the pre-amplifier. The trap is a bridged-T filter.
Plate voltage is supplied by a well filtered and regulated
power supply. Any tendency to oscillate is removed by the use of
several decoupling filters in the anplifier plate circuits. Tube
filaments may be operated from an a-c or d-c source, but runs
are taken with the filaments on d.c.
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C. The Balanced Mixer
As was pointed out in section A. of this chapter, the mixer
stage of the analyzer was made of the balanced type in order to
reafove the strong local oscillator signal from the mixer autput.
At low signal frequencies, the corresponding local oscilltor fre-
quency will be within the band pass of the crystal filter, and un-
less balanced out, the local oscillator signal will apoear in the
system output.
The balanced mixer is shown schematically in Fig. 6. The
first tube (6C4) is a phase inverter. Although this cathode-
follower type of phase inverter provides little in the way of
gain, it is extremely reliable and sinple to adjust. The 5 Kil-
ohm potentiometer in the cathode resistor balances the inverter
output and prevents the generation of harmonics of the ina:ut fre-
quencies in the mixer.
The mixer itself is made up of two 6SJ7 pentodos designed
13
to operate on the non-linear portion of their characteristics.
The signal voltages are applied in phase opoosition to the first
grids, while a strong local oscillator signal of approximately
10 volts is injected between cathodes and ground.
The local oscillator signal, which is in the samne phase in
both tubes, is balanced out in the commnon plate circuit. Belance
control is supplied by a Gain and Fine Balance, both of which vary
the screen supply voltage, and a Phase Balance, which varies the
impedance of the plate circuit presented to each mixer tube.
The voltage linearity curve of the nixer is shown inT shown
in Fig. 7. Linearity is maintained up to an inout voltage of two
volts peak, at which point the peak-reading meter on the pre-
amplifier strip indicates overload.
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D. The Crystal Filter
1. Requirements of the Filter Stage. The characteristics of the
filter stage of the spectrum analyzer are determined by the fol-
lowing considerations:
(a) The band width of the filter must be sufficiently narrow
to provide for seperation of closely spaced line spectra.
(b) In order to make measurements down to low audio fre-
quencies, the Pttenuation characteristic must rise very
sharply beyond the filter pass band. For exa-nle, in nmaking
a measurement at 20 cps, the output of the balanced mixer will
contain equal signal components at 80 kc (filter center fre-
quency), and 80 kc plus 40 cps. The filter must therefore
have sufficient rejection 40 cycles off center to eliminlte
the unwanted signal.
(c) The ti-ne in which a measurement can be made depends in-
versely on the measurement band width. Because of the wide
range of frequencies which are to be mersured, too narrow a
filter band width would necessitate very slow driving speeds
and result in a prohibitively long strip of Recorder tape.
In order to sstisfy these requirements, it vas necessary to
provide a filter with two different band widths. For frequencies
up to 2 kc, There humn is predominant and sharp rejection is im-
portant, a 10 cps band width is desirable. Above 2 kc, such fine
resolution is not necessary, and a 100 cps band width allows for
a reasonable driving speed.
14, 16, 17
Prelininary investigation indicated that a filter having the
characteristics nentioned above could be constructed using quartz15
crystals as elements. Furthermore, the symmetrical lattice filter,
because it lends itself so easily to analysis, was chosen as the
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basic design structure.
2. Characteristics of the Crystal Lattice Filter. Investigation
into the literature available on the design and construction of
the crystal lattice filter indicated a definite need for a simple
and practical method of designing such a filter. The author has
attempted the derivation of such a design technique as part of this
research. A complete discussion of the analytical development of
the design procedure and the experimental techniques necessary to
carry it out, as well as a description of the construction of the
filter used in the spectrum analyzer, have been relegated to
Appendix I of this thesis.
The characteristics of the 10 and 100 cycle crystal filters,
both of which employ the same four quartz crystals, are shown in
Fig. 8, along with the response curve of a simple tuned circuit.
Note the two distinct differences between the 100 cycle filter
and the tuned circuit, both of which have the same band width
to 3 db points. First, the filter has very sharply rising skirts
comnpared to the gradual rise of the tuned circuit. Secondly, the
response of the filter is "flat" over most of the pass band, where-
as the characteristic of the tuned circuit follows the normal res-
onance curve and is never flat. Although the pass band is not well
shown in Fig. 8, it was observed (on the oscilloscopic display de-
vice described in Appendix I) to be flat, except for minor ripples
never exceeding 0.5 db, over about 60 cycles of the pass band.
The crystal filter is shown pictorially in Fig. 9. A single
selector switch accomplishes the changeover from the 10 cycle
to the 100 cycle band width. The "compensator" is used to provide
equal voltage outputs at both band widths for a fixed sinusoidal
input.
2 .
FIG. 9 PHOTOGRAPH OF CRYSTAL FILTER
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E. The Intermediate-Frequency Amplifier Strip
The crystal filter, which may be seen schematically in
Fig. 34 of Appendix I, is terminated in two double-tuned 80
kilocycle transformers. The input transformer primary is also
the output coil of the balanced mixer, while the output trans-
former secondary presents the filtered signal to the i-f strip.
1. I-F Amplifier. The purpose of the i-f amplifier is to amplify
the signal output of the filter stage to a level which can be
detected and recorded. The intermediate frequency of 80 kilo-
cycles was chosen on the basis of the following considerations:
(a) The i.f. should be far enough above the highest input
signal frequency (60 kc) to prevent spurious feed-through
at the intermediate frequency.
(b) A crystal filter must be built at the i.f. (The filter
stage was, of course, designed after the choice of i.f.).
(c) The entire range of local oscillator frequencies should
be obtained without the necessity of switching bpnds of the
local oscillator (G.R. 805C Signal Generator) during a run.
The entire i-f strip is shown schematically in Fig. 10.
The input cathode follower (604) acts as a buffer between the
crystal filter and the filter compensator and i-f input atten-
uator. The gain control in the grid circuit of the 6AH6 is
used to calibrate the analyzer with a fixed signal input.
The overall gain of the two tuned 80 kc pentode amplifiers
is about 70 db. This is the gain required to amplify the mrin-
imum input signal to the minimum signal level of the Logaten
(section E-3). The i-f band width is about 1500 cycles.
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2. Detector. The 80 kc i-f signal is converted to an equivalent
d-c voltage in a conventional 6AL5 peak-reading diode detector.
The detector handles voltages ranging from under 1 volt to a peak
of 100 volts. The value of the detector load capacitor (2 micro-
farads) was selected experimentally after the entire analyzer
was completed. The following considerations place the upper and
lower limits on the value of the capacitor:
(a) Much of the noise to be measured is of a random nature.
A small value of detector cappcitance will allow the large
random variations of the input signal to be recorded, while
a large capacitor will tend to smooth out the recorded
data and make it more readable.
(b) Too large a value of capacitance may cause some line-
frequency spectral data to be "missed" as a large detector
time constant will prevent the detector from following the
input signal variations.
The value of 2/ff was selected by inserting a fixed-fre-
quency input signal and increasing the detector capacitance
recorded
until the shape of the ad-s output began to distort.
At the output of the detector is a monitoring d-c voltmeter
which is helpful in calibrating the analyzer, and provides a
convenient indication of the signal level being recorded.
3. Logarithmic Attenuator. The Kay-Lab Logaten is a network of
non-linear circuit elements adjusted to give an output voltage
whose amplitude is proportional to the logarithm of the amplitude
of the input signal. This relationship is linear within one db,
according to specifications, for input voltages form 0.3 to 100
volts, a 50 db dynamic range. Because the diode detector is not
___~_
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linear below one volt of output voltage, the range of Logaten inout
voltages used is one volt to 100 volts, a 40 db variation. The
corresponding Logaten outputs, however, have a ratio of only 4:1,
a variation vhich can quite easily be recorded. Vith the log-
arithmic attenuator then, the analyzer may be made to yield an
output which reads directly and linearly in decibels. Furtihermore,
variations of input signal voltages as lprge as 100:1 or 40 db
may be recorded with no change in signal gain.
The Logaten has an input i:npedance of 20,000 ohms and must
be fed by a low impedance source of 500 ohms output impedance or
less. It was therfore necessary to plsce a cethode follow:er bet-
ween the detector and the Logaten. The cathode follower how;,ever,
has a d-c output even with no input signal. In order to balence
out this zero-signal bias, a 12 volt battery is placed in series
with the cathode follower output. A relay opens the battery
circuit when the analyzer plate voltage is off, and thereby pre-
vents unnecessary drain on the small battery. The zero-sigrinal
cathode follower bias is generally 12 volts, but any sTnall var-
iations from this value may be compensated by chanring the plate
supply voltage slightly. This adjustment is part of the initial
calibration procedure for the analyzer.
a,
~_______
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F. The Brush Recorder
The d-c output of the logarithnic attenuator, which voltag
is proportional to the logarithm of the spectrum Pnnlyzer input
voltage, at a frequency selected by the local oscillator and in
a band width selected by the crystal filter, is finally fed to
the recording section.
The spectral data is amplified by a Brush (BL 932).D-C
Amplifier and thence delivered to one channel of a two-channel
Brush Recorder (BL 202) Oscillograph. The data is recorded her
by a magnetically driven pen.
The Brush Recorder and its associated D-C Amplifier have
a maximut response frequency of 100 cycles per second. The
low frequency cut-off of the Recorder, combined with the long
time-constant of the diode detector, helps to smooth out the
spectra of the random input voltages, and remnoves high-frequenc
transient effects from the output.
The second channel of the Brush Recorder is used to presen
the' frequency markers which are produced by the frequency marke
generator (section HI). These markers indicate the input freque
of the spectral data being recorded.
Figure 11 shows the frequency response curve of the entire
spectrun analyzer system. The response is 3 db down at 25 cps
and at 50 kc, and may be used beyond these points with proper
corrections.
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G. The Local Oscillator
A General Radio 805oc Standard Signal Generator was chosen
as the local oscillator. It may be seen, along with its asso-
ciated driving equipment in Fig. 22. The oscillator is driven
by a leather belt which runs over its vernier dial. The motor
driving control unit, shown in Fig. 12, operates as follows:
1. Up to 2 kc of input frequency, the local oscillator must be
driven slowly enough to allow for build-up of a signal in a 10
cps band width. The driving motor is a 10 rpm, 110 volt capacitor
motor. The slow speed (approx. 1.5 rpm) is controlled by a Variac,
which is in the motor circuit so long as S7 is in the "slow" position.
2. At 2 kc, the motor drive and the Brush Oscillograph are turn-
ed off by a bronze rider on the vernier dial which throws -licro-
switch 2. At this point, the filter band pass is changed to 100
cps, and the system attenuation may be altered if necessary.
. Throwing S7 to the "fast" position starts the analysis once
more by shorting 32. The motor is now directly across the line
and runs at 10 rpm for the remainder of the run.
4. At 60 kc, the end of a run, a bronze rider on the main dial
of the G.R. 805C opens microswitch 1, and the drive stops.
•. The oscillator dials may now now be returned to their start-
ing positions by throwing S4 to the "reverse" position and hold-
ing down the "press to start" switch (S3) until Sl renains closed.
MIicroswitch 1 will again stop the motor at the end of the rewind
cycle. The Brush Oscillograph may be turned off during the re-
wind cycle by switch 6.
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H. The Frequency Marker Generator
In order that the frequency of the input signal being meas-
ured be recorded with its corresponding signnl, frequency markers
are provided on the lower channel of the Brush Recorder tape. The
markers may be seen in the deta shown in Figs. 24, 25, and 26.
The mechanism which produces these markers in synchronism
with the local oscillator drive is shown in Fig. 13. A large
plastic disk is ganged to the large dial of the G.R. 805C Gener-
ator. This disk is visible in Fig. 22. Small brass inserts are
placed in the disk at positions corresponding to every 1000 cycles
of local oscillator frequency from 80 to 100 kc. Above 100 kc
(hence above 20 kc of signal frequency), the inserts are placed
2000 cycles apart.
The brass inserts trigger the relpy of the marker generator
(Fig. 13) whenever they contact the silvered springs which are
secured to the oscillator casing and which ride on the plastic
dial. The closing of the generator relay produces a narrow
pulse of voltage. The pulse is amplified by a Brush (BL 932)
D-C Amplifier after which it is fed to the Brush 0scilloF'r'ph
channel to be recorded.
The plastic dial is adjustable about its center, so that
the first frequency marker, which specifies zero signal fre-
quency, may be cause to coincide with a local oscillator
frequency of 80 kilocycles per second.
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I. fhe R-jvI-S Indicator
Because of the random nature of much of the noise to be
measured, the true r-m-s value of the input signal voltage c.n
only be obtained by a ther,al measurement.
Tie r-m-s indicator, shown schematically in Fig. 14, is a
wide-band armolifier terninated in c long-time-constant thermal
mnillia-ieter.
Triode amplifiers are used to obtain the necessary band width,
and a cathode follower provides P low impedance output to the
0-2 iilliampere thermal milliameter. Because a thermal meter
can be damaged by small overloads, the tnilliamneter is s~itched
out of the circuit and replaced by a dummy load Ahen the r-m-s
indicator is not in actual use. A pilot light has been Lired into
the circuit to indicate that the meter is in operation.
The r-m-s indicator is connected directly to the pre-a &lifier
output, and the measurement bond width is selected by the pre-
ampltifier band width controls.
Tie overall gain of the r-m-s indicator is nooroximately
60 db, which is sufficient to llow the mneasurement of the
minimum wide-band pre-amplifier output (thermai noise in 200
ohm resistor and in q 4 kc band width).
An adjustment is provided in the r-m-s Lndicntor meter cir-
cuit for celibration of the indicator.
The frequency response curve of the r-cn- indicetor is.
snown in Fig. 11. The wide bpnd r-m-s systemn, including the pre-
amplifier at its maximum band zidth setting, is 3 db down at
25 cps and 50 kLlocycles per second.
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J. The Input Detector and Preselector Circuits
1. The Silicon Crystal Detector. The purpose of the detector
section of the spectrum analyzer is to remove the X-Band carrier
and present the noise modulation envelope to the analyzer. Be-
cause of the transit-time effects present in the 3 cm. band, the
conventional diode detector circuits cannot be used. Rectifi-
cation can still be accomplished, however, by making use of the
non-linear relationship that exists between the voltage and cur-
rent at a point contact with certain crystal surfaces. More
specifically, a suitable rectifying element at X-Band consists
of a fine tungsten wire which makes a small-area contact to a
piece of silicon crystal. The resultant crystal unit hss the
voltpge-current curve shown in Fig. 15A.
The 1N23B silicon crystal rectifier is a small certridge
which fits into a special waveguide holder (Fig. 15B). The elec-
tric field in the waveguide provides the crystal excitation, and
the rectified output is removed through a coaxial connection.
This arrangement is equivalent to an X-band generator with zero
internal impedance to audio frequencies, a rectifying element and
the crystal load. The detector load capacitance is provided by
stray capacitance and the distributed capacitpnce of the coaxial
line. This capacitance, while of the order of only a few nmicro-
microfarads, is sufficiently large to by-pass the carrier frequency.
It is important that the crystal detector provide as little
disturbance to the circuit being measured as possible. For os-
cillators with large power outputs, this can always be accomplished
by placing padding, in the form of attenuators or directional cou-
plers, between the oscillator and detector. However, when the
power available is small, as in the case of some Klystrons, the
______ _LIii__ ~
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Idetector should provide as close a match as possible to the wave-
quide characteristic impedance of 400 chms. It was found exper-
iinentally that a 200 ohm detector load resistance resulted in a
fairly good match, and this value is used in the analyzer.
It is worthy of note here thnt while the reduction of tran-
sit time effects permits the crystal rectifier to be used at very
high frequencies, the efficiency of rectification (ratio of rec-
tified d-c voltage to peak carrier voltage) is much smaller than
the value which would be calculated from a consideration of the
rectifier characteristic alone. This losu in efficiency is due
to a small "barrier" capacitance across the point-contact area
which tends to shunt the rectifying action of the crystal. How-
ever, for purposes of determining the noise modulation index,
the detection efficiency is not of direct importance.
2. Determination of ,lodulation Index. Because the voltage-current
characteristic of the crystal (Fig. 15A) is not linear for small
excitation voltages, and further, since the efficiency of rectifi-
cation is difficult to predict, it was necessary to determine by
experimental means the relation between the measured voltages and
the actual modulation index of the carrier noise.
The one fact that made such measuremnents feasible is that at
very small voltages, the silicon crystal characteristic is almost
7
ideally square law.
It is shown in Appendix II that so long as the peak carrier
input voltage to a detector falls on the square-law region of the
rectifying element, then the ratio of measured r-m-s audio voltage
to rectified d-c voltage (which shall be called the apparent mod-
ulation index), is 3 db above the actual modulation index (defined
here as the ratio of r-mn-s modulation voltage to r-m-s carrier
voltage). Note that the derivation has been carried out assuming
only sinusoidal modulation, so that further analytic investigation
is necessary to determine the relationship between the apparent
and actual modulation indices for random phenomena in a square-
law detector. So long as the above is borne in mind, the dcta
obtained with the analyzer is useful for comparison of the noise
outputs of various oscillators.
The data plotted in Fig. 16 was obtained by measuring the
apparent modulation index of sinusoidal modulf.tion on a klystron,
as a function of rectified d-c voltpge developed acrosL the de-
tector load resistance. The klystron w;as sinuso'idrly nodulated
at a frequency of 2,500 cps to a level far above the envelope
noise, by an audio oscillator in the repeller circuit .f the kly-
stron. The audio measurement wvas made with the pectrii -nalyzer
which, except for the detector section, waC conpleted.
For rectified d-c voltages up to .02 volts, the apparent
modulation index was constant, indicating that operation was on
the square-law region. As the excitation was increased, the ap-
parent index decreased until, at large voltages, the index approach-
ed the value expected for a lineer detector, which is 3 db below
the actual modulation index as defined herein.
This curve was taken for many good 1N23B crystals, and var-
iations of not more than - db were noted.
3. Crystal Detector Noise and Signal-to-Noise Ratio. It was men-
tioned in Chapter I, section B-2, that very little data is avail-
able on the character and magnitude of noise currents at low fre-
quencies generater within a silicon crystal rectifier. It is ap-
parent that the noise produced within the crystal will determine
the system sensitivity, since no oscillator noise which is below
the level of the detector noise can be measured.
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DETECTOR
In order to investigate the noise ch,racteristics of silicon
crystals under r-f excitation, it was necessary to find some way
of eliminating from the detector noise spectrum those noise com-
ponents which are due to envelope noise on the r-f carrier. The
simple circuit which was devised to accomplish this is shown schem-
atically in Fig. l1C. The audio "bucking" circuit, as it will be
called here, consists of two crystal detectors which are excited
by the same oscillator signal, to the same d-c level. The equal
envelope modulation outputs of the two rectifiers are then can-
celled out in the prinary winding of the pre-amplifier input trans-
former. The noise generated by the crystals themselves however,
while of the same random character, will never have the same time
3*
functions, and will therefore add statistically in the input trans-
former. The net input noise measured by the pre-amnlifier will be
ET = C12 + C2
where
ET = total r-m-s noise input to pre-amplifier
EC,: r-m-s noise voltage generated by crystal detector 1
EC2- r-m-s noise voltage generated by crystal detector 2
If the noise generated by each crystal has the samne r-n-s
voltage (EC) then
ET = J2 EC
The bucking circuit was first used to select low-noise crystals
for future use with the analyzer. Among individual 1N23B crystals,
differences in noise level of as much as 10 db were noted.
In order to find an optimum operating point for the detector,
the bucking circuit was used to obtain neasurements of wide-bond
noise generated within the detector, as P function of rectified
d-c voltage level. fhe resultsant data is shown in Fig. 17. Note
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that the slope of the curve increases with increasing abscissa,
and further that at about 0.15 volts the noise is increasing
linearly with d-c voltage. This suggests that somevwhere in the
range of voltages plotted, there is a point where the ratio of
input signal to crystal noise voltage is a maximum.
The curves shown in Fig. 18 bear out the validity of the last
statement. The graph first shows the linepr increase of signal
voltage with rectified d-c voltage which would result if the
crystal were entirely a square-law device. Use is then made of
the data of Fig. 16 to plot the actual signal increase, taking in-
to account the loss in signal due to operation beyond the square-
law region. Finally, the signal-to-noise ratio is obtained by
subtracting from each ordinate the loss due to increase of noise
with d-c voltege, using the data of Fig. 17. An optimum operating
point is thus obtained, lying at about 0.1 volt rectified d-c volt-
age, or equivalently, 0.5 ma rectified d-c current. This is the
point of operation used in all data runs on the analyzer.
To calculate the actual modulation index then, it is necessary
to increase all measured noise values by 18.5 db. (20 db are nec-
essary to refer the signal to a one volt d-c level, while the actual
index is 1.5 db above the apparent index from Fig. 16.)
4. Measurements on Silicon Cartridge Crystals. Because of the
fine contact between wire and crystal in the silicon rectifier,
tre units are very susceptible to burn-out and deterioration of
efficiency with age. Partial burn-out due to excessive applied
voltages usually manifests itself in a distinct reduction of the
inverse resistance of the crystal, with a corresponding loss in
rectifying action.
In order to provide a rapid and accurate method of checking
I_iiiin II
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the condition of the crystals used in the analyzer, the crystal
characteristic display circuit shown in Fig. 19A was built. The
device yields an oscilloscope display of the volt ge-current
characteristic of the crystal, and thereby pernits a check on
the forward resistance, the inverse resistance and the shape of
the square-law region.
The equipment shown in Fig. 19B measures the audio output
impedance of the crystal detector circuit. It will be recalled
that the pre-amplifier input transformer, which must see an im-
pedance of 200 ohms for proper operation, is directly across the
detector load resistance. The output impedance of the detector
circuit however, is the 200 ohm load resistance in parallel with
the dynamic audio impedance of the excited crystal. This latter
impedance is a complex function of the crystal characteristic,
the detector operating point and the efficiency of rectification.
Exoerimental determination of the audio output impedance of the
detector circuit is quite simple. The measurement circuit is
essentially a 60 cycle constant-current generator ter.linated in
a Ballantine (MNodel 300) VTVMiI which measures the voltage across
the impedance to be determined. Before the crystal rectifier is
connected, the VTVMv is across an impedance of 200 ohms, and the
reading of the voltmeter is adjusted to 20 millivolts by the
10 kilohm potentiometer. The circuit is now direct reading, the
value of the impedance measured being ten times the number of
millivolts. vnen the coaxial line from the crystal holder is
connected to the measuring device, the 200 ohm cp-L1brating re-
sistor becomes the crystal load and the detector output impedance
may be determined at any d-c operating point.
Using this equipment, the value of the detector output
-51-
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impedance was found to be 150 ohms at a rectified d-c voltage level
of 0.1 volts. For proper operption of the pre-amplifier, it is
tnerefore necessary that 50 ohins be added in the orimary circuit.
5. The Preselector. The input stage of the soectrum anplyzer is
shown schematicnlly in Fig. 20. The circuit incorporates both a
preselector and an audio bucking circuit. The outputs of two
crystal rectifiers may be connected to the oreselector, vhich con-
* tains the detector load resistors. A d-c voltmeter which reads
0.1 volts at half scale, is plpced across each load resistor to
facilitate adjustment of the microwave power level to the desired
operating point. The voltmeter is switched out of the circuit
during a run to avoid the recording of its microphonics.
The preselector permits the selection of either detector
output voltage, or per-nits the two output voltages to rppear si-
multaneously in the bucking circuit. The use of the audio bucking
circuit to measure crystal noise has already been described. It
will also find use in making certain f-mn spectral measurements.
The latter apolication will be described in Chapter III.
An input attenuator in the preselector prevents overload of
the preamplifier. One position of the attenuator switch pernits
a calibration signal to be fed to the ,npi.yzer. The resistors
which are placed in series with the pre-ampltfier input at each
attenuator position are necessary to provide a 200 oin impedpnce
level to the input transformer. These resistors produce no signal
attenuation because the inout impedance of the transformer itself
is approximately 10,000 ohms.
The entire preselector is hioused in - mu-metal shield to
guard against stray hum pickup. The cover of the shield is re-
moved during the initipl attenuator and d-c level adjustments.
UTPUT
F-M
INPUl
FIG. 20 PRESELECTOR
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SCHEMATIC
K. The Completed Analyzer
The entire spectrum analysis eauipment is shown pictorially
in Figs. 21 and 22. The analyzer alone is shown in Fig. 21. The
circuitry has been constructed on three horizontal rack-mounted
strips. The top strip contains the pre-emplifier. On the center
strip are the balanced mixer, i-f amnlifier, detector and Logaten
circuits. The crystal filter, which in the analyzer chain lies
between the mixer and i-f amplifier, is mounted on the bottom strip
and connected by cables to its proper circuit position. On the
left of the filter is a power control panel, which fpcilitptes the
control of filament and plate supply voltages. The meter on the
control panel reads the voltage of the storage battery used to
supply d-c filament power to the pre-amplifier. To the right of
the crystal filter is the r-m-s indicator, connected by cable to
the pre-amplifier output and to the thermal milliameter which is
bracket-mounted at the top right of the analyzer chassis.
Fig. 22 again shows the analyzer, but this time with its
associated equipment. On the table holding the analyzer will be
found the Brush Recorder and Amplifiers, the system power supply
and an oscilloscope and Ballantine VTVM (both connected to the pre-
am.nplifier wide-band output). On the table to the left is the local
oscillator and its driving control, the frequency marker generator,
a Hewlett Packard Audio Oscillator and General Radio ilicrovolter
(for calibrption), and finally, the preselector.
Chapter III will contain detailed instructions for calibrating
and running the analysis equipment as well a discussion of the
system performance. Finally, data taken from two X-Band microwave
oscillators vwill be presented.
FIG. 21 PHOTOGRAPH OF SPECTRUM ANALYZER
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CHAPTER III
OPERATION OF THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER
A. Calibration and Preliminary Adjustment
Because of the linear relationship which is maintained bet-.
ween the voltages in the various sections of the cpectrumr analyzer,
it is necessary to calibrate the analyzer at only one point before
taking a series of runs. In addition to the calibration procedure,
other initial adjustments such as mixer balancing and driving con-
trol adjustment will be described in this section. In the discus-
sion to follow, the four syste'n attenuators will be designated as
follows:
Att. 1 - Input attenuator of preselector
Att. 2 - Input attenuator of mixer (located on pre-anmplifier
strip)
Att. 3 - Input attenuator of i-f amplifier
Att. 4 - Input attenuator of r-m-s indicator.
An asterisk (*) will be used to mark those steps of the pro-
cedure which need only be performed if the equipLnent has not been
in use for a long period of time.
1. For voltage calibration, begin by inserting voltage of 562
microvolts (-85 db, referred to one volt) at a frequency of 2 kc
at the "colibration input" socket of the preselector, using an
audio oscillator and a G.R. Mlicrovolter.
2. Set Att. 1 in "calibrate" position and all other attenuators
to "20 db". Switch crystal filter to 10 cps bandwidth.
3. Tune local oscillator until signal is indicated by the monitor
voltmeter located on the i-f strip. Adjust the i-f gain control
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to yield a reading of 10 volts on the monitor voltmeter.
4. Switch filter to 100 cps band width and adjust "compensator"
until monitor voltmeter again reeds 10 volts.
5. Center the Brush Oscillograph pen on the Recorder tane, then
increase the calibration signal by 20 db. The gain of the Brush
D-C Amplifier should now be adjusted so that the recording oen lies
at the top line of the tape scale. Decrersing the innut signol by
40 do at this point should cause the pen to drop 40 divisions to
the lowest line of the tape scale. If the pen does not rest exactly
on the bottom line, adjust the analyzer pLate supply voltage until
it does. Repept sten j if the plate voltage is altered.
The analyzer data is now direct reading at one db per scale
divibion. The lowest scale line represents an input voltage of
165 db belov one volt, if Qll attenuators are at "0 db".
6- increase the calibration signal until the Bellcntine Voltmeter
at the pre-amplifier output repds 1 volt. With Att. 4 et "40 db",
adjust "meter adjust" potentiometer to yield 1 ma. reading of the
thermal milliameter in the r-m-s indicator circuit.
T. he mixer should now be bcl'nced by tuning the local oscillator
to the i-f frequency (80 kc), !nd adjusting the "fine bclance" and
"phase balance" (and if necessary the "gain bolrnce") for a null
on the monitor voltmeter. The filter bpnd is at 10 cp. for step 7.
8* 2he remaining preliminPry adjustments are synchronization of the
first frequency marker with the i-f frequency (as explained in Chan.
II, section H), and positioning of the bronze riders on the local
oscillator dials so that the motor driving control performs the
functions explained in Chapter II, section G. The slov driving
speed is adjusted to yield a scale of about 10 cycles per division.
B. Procedure for Obtaining Noise Spectra
The general arrangement of the microwave equipment necessary
for making a noise analysis on an X-Band magnetron or klystron is
shown in Fig. 23. The directional couplers provide a convenient
means of taking power from the oscillator while causing P mini-
mum amount of disturbance in the main waveguide line. Power is
measured with a Thermistor Power Bridge.
Between each crystal rectifier and its corresponding direc-
tional coupler is an insulating section composed of a strip of mica
dielectric between two smaall waveguide sections. The insulating
section provides sufficient capacity to block power-frequency ground
currents which would otherwise circulate between the microv.ave e-
quipment and the analyzer and appear in the recorded output.
After the microwave oscillator has been put into operation,
a spectral analysis is accomplished as follovws:
1. A-M Spectrum. The output of the a-m crystal rectifier is con-
nected to the "A-M Input" socket of the preselector, and the pre-
selector switch is turned to "A-M". The level of the rectified
d-c detector output voltage is adjusted to 0.1 volts using the
waveguide attenuator in the a-m line.
Attenuator 1 and Att. 2 are adjusted so that the overload
meter (on the pre-anplifier strip) reads below 0.9 ma. with the
meter selector switch in the "pre-amp. output" and "mixer input"
position, respectively. The above attenuator settings and the
reading of the r-nm-s indicator should now be recorded.
A noise spectrum mlay now be taken using only Att. 3 to ad-
just the level of the recorded output. As has been previously
explained, the analyzer is run up to 2 kc with the crystal filter
set at a 10 cps band width. At 2 kc the drive Putomatically stops
RECTIONAL COUPLERS
MAGNETRON
OR
KLYSTRON
RESONANT
CAVITY
FM OUTPUT
MATCHEDI60 CPS LOAD NINSULATING oSECTIONS \-
ATTENUATORS
AM OUTPUT
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DETECTORS
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to allow the band width to be changed to 100 cps and the setting
of Att. 3 to be altered, if necessary. The remainder of the run
is taken at a faster speed. The reader is referred to Chapter II,
section G for a description of the operation of the motor driving
controls during the course of a noise run.
2. F-M Spectrum. In order to convert the carrier frequency de-
viation due to noise modulation into an equivalent amplitude mod-
ulation, a resonant cavity is employed. The cavity is tuned until
a peak indication is obtained on the preselector d-c voltmeter.
With the cavity in this position, the f-m waveguide attenuator is
adjusted to yield a voltmeter reading of 0.14 volts. The cavity
is now detuned to the half-power point of its characteristic at
which time the voltmeter will read 0.1 volts.
All remaining operations procede as though an a-mn spectrum
were being taken.
The f-min spectral data obtained should now be compared to the
a-m spectrum. If the voltage levels of the two spectra are within
20 db of each other at any point, then the analysis should be re-
peated with both the a-mr and f-mn channels feeding the preselector
simutaneously, and the preselector switch set to "bucking". The
significance of this procedure will be discussed in section 0-3.
3. Crystal.Noise. To determine the character of the noise gen-
erated by the crystal rectifiers, a second a-mn channel is pro-
duced by removing the cavity from the f-m waveguide channel. The
outputs of both crystal detectors are then connected simultaneously
to the preselector, adjusted to 0.1 d-c levels, and placed in the
"bucking" arrangement. The spectrum obtained will be that of
crystal noise, as explained in Chapter II, section J-3.
~i:__ ~~__i
.. --
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C. Interpretation of Noise Data
1. A-M Data. Tile spectrumn analyzer has been calibrated to yield
a minimum reading of 165 db below one volt r-m-s when all atten-
uators are in the "0 db" position. The bottom line on the Brush
Recorder scale for any run will therefore represent an input volt-
age in db below one volt of 165 minus the comabined readings of at-
tenuators 1,2 and 3. All other scale readings are obtained by
adding one db per division to this figure.
The r-m-s wide band input voltage is obtained by converting
the r-m-s indicator reading to db below one volt and subtracting
from that figure the quantity 88.5 minus the combined readings of
attenuators 1 and 2. (The full gain of the pre-emplifier is 88.5 db).
It was shown in Chapter II, section J-3 that the actual mod-
ulation index is 18.5 db above the measured value of the input
signal. To obtain the r-m-s mnodulntion index in db below one volt
it is therefore necessary to subtract 18.5 from the values of
input noise as calculated above.
The a-m spectrum should be compared to the crystal noise spect-
rum to determine whether the data recorded is oscillator or de-
tector noise. The noise in a single crystal will be 3 db below
the value for two crystals in a bucking arrangement, if the cry-
stals are equally noisy.
2. F-M Data. It is shown in Appendix III that when a deviation
in carrier frequency is converted to an equivalent amplitude
modulation through the use of a resonant cavity tuned to the
half-power point of its response characteristic, then an r-m-s
modulation index of 105 db below a volt represents a deviation
of 10 cps from the carrier frequency, for sinusoidal modulation.
The f-m data is therefore treated in the same manner as the
I
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a-mn data for the purpose of comouting the actual modulation index
for narrow-band and wide-band data. The frequency deviation is
computed from the modulation index using the relationship nen-
tioned above.
3. BucKing Circuit Data. Because the resonant cavity has no
effect on the original amplitude modulation present on the carrier
envelope, the f-m spectrum will contain a-m data. In general if
the f-mn spectral data obtcined for an oscllator is at ll freq-
uencies at least 20 db above the corresponding soectral data ob-
tained in an a-m run on the oscillator, then the effect of the
original emplitude modulation on the f-m snectrum m<ay be neg-
lected.
However, where the recordings seen to be of the sone order
of mragnitude, P-r noise voltages may be remnoved from the f-m
spectrum by usLng the audio bucking circuit as indicated in sec-
tion B-2. The d-c levels of the two crystal detectors, one of
w•ich carries f-m data, are adjusted to the sr.ne value so that
the a-mn output of each detector is3 the same and is balnced out.
The resultant spectrum will have P snaller voltage nagnitude than
an f-m spectrun taken without the bucking circuit wherever anpli-
tude modulation was originally responsible for the recorded data.
It should be pointed out howjever, that if the origin)l dptp in
botýi a-nm end f-:n spectrP represented crystal noise, then the buck-
ing circuit spectrum will have larger voltage npgnitudes, since
the noise generated by two crystal, rather than one will now nn-
pear at the input.
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D. System Sensitivity and Noise Figure
The minimum input noise voltage which can be measured by the
spectrum analyzer is limited by the noise generated in the measure-
ment equipment itself. The noise generated by the system under
different attenuator settings is shown in Fig. 24. This data was
obtained by removing the preselector from the input circuit and
terfrinating the pre-amplifier input transforner in 200 ohms.
Consider first the spectral data in the region up to 2 kc,
wnich is traversed at a slow speed and with a 10 cps band width.
The date of runs 1 and 2 in this region is the large local-oscil-
lator signal which cannot be completely balanced out and is suf-
ficiently strong to pass through the crystal filter an( be re-
corded. This "spillover" reduces the mniniiua :neasureahle input
signpl to about 145 db below one volt at sone points below 2 kc.
However, crystal noise and oscillator noise in this region is al-
ways great enough to require that attenuator 3 be in the "20 db"
or "40 db" positions, and the data of run 3 shows that spillover
has negligible effect when Att. 3 is so adjusted.
The spectral data above 2 kc is obtained with a faster driv-
ing speed and a 100 cps band width. Here the recorded data is
apparently only thermal noise in a 200 ohn resistor. The r-m-a
value of thermal noise voltage generated by a 200 ohm resistor
is 15 db below one volt for a measurement band width of 100 cps.
The recorded noise voltage varies from point to point as it must
since t~ne noise is a random phenomenon and measurement at a given
frequency is performed in a short time interval. The average level
of the data however, may be seen (run 2 shows it best) to be 15
db below one volt over most of the frequency range above 2 kc ex-
: Calculated by equation (1), Chapter I.
__
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cept at the higner frequencies where the level follows the freq-
uency response curve of the analyzer (Fig. 11). The minimum am-
plitude modulation index which can b~ measured above 2 kc is there-
fore about 150-18.5 131.5 db below one volt. In all data runs
taken to date, this sensitivity was found to be sufficient.
Runs Lb and 5 of Fir'. 2Lb have been included to shov. the effect
of operating the pre-amplifier filaments from an a-c source. Note
the large power-frequency voltages which result.
It is of interest to compare the r-rn-s wide-band internal
noise generated in the pre-amplifior (referred to the Input),
with the theoretical wide-band thermal noIse voltage generated in
the 200 ohm input resistor. The ratio of these two quantities is
defined as the noise figure of the amplIfier. The ~ninimum value
of this ratio is unity, and the noise figure will increase as
the internal noise of the amplifier increases.
The value of thermal noise generated by a 200 ohm resistor
and measured in a 60 kc band is, by equation (1), Chapter 1,
127 db below one volt. (Ti-ic actual band width of the wide-band
9*, l8~'
analyzer is 50 kc to 3 db points, but the effective band width,
which takes into account the contribution of frequencies beyond
the 3 db points, is about 60 kc.) The measured r-ni-s noise is
12Lb.5 db below one volt. The noise figure is therfore 2.~ db,
or a voltage ratio of 1.35. The use of an input transformer in
the pre-a:mplifier as well as careful shielding and construction
of the amplifier are responsible for the low noise figure of the
v~ide-band analyzer.
Appendix I
p. l0Lb
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E. Noise Spectra of Microwave Oscillators
Ten noise runs on two microwave oscillators are included
here (Figs. 25 and 26) to illustrate the types of spectra which
are obtained using the spectrum analyzer. (Due to an error in
calculation, the values of modulation index indicated in the a-m
runs are 3.5 db below the correct values.)
1. X-Band Klyston. Fig. 25 contains five noise runs taken on a
Varian X-13 Klystron. Complete information regarding operating
conditions and type of noise measurement made are included for
convenience below each spectrum.
Run 6 shows the noise produced in a crystal rectifier under
X-Band excitation. The audio bucking circuit was used, so that
the spectrumn shown is for two crystals. The magnitude of the
noise has the inverse-frequency dependence which was expected in
light of the discussion of Chapter I, section B-2.
Run 7 is an a-mn spectrum taken with the klystron operated on
a-c filament power. Note the large hum comnponents. The low Q
oscillation present near 13 kc was an internal oscillation in the
anode power supply. Switching to d-c excited filaaent and read-
justing the anode supply slightly to remove the oscillation pro-
duced the spectrum shown in run 9. At low frequencies, out to
about 5 kc, the noise seems to be largely hum and crystal noise,
while above 5 kc the spectrum takes on the uniform frequency
distribution characteristic of shot noise or other electronic
fluctuation.
Runs 8 and 10 are f-m spectra taken under different oper-
ating conditions. Note that the f-m voltages are at all times
much greater than the corresponding a-m voltages, so that there
is no need to employ the bucking circuit here.
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2. X-Band Magnetron. Figure 26 contains five noise runs taken on
a Raytheon Mlagnetron.
Run 11 was included merely to show the effect of operating
the magnetron with a-c filament excitation.
Run 12 is an a-m noise spectrum. It is interesting to com-
pare this spectrum with run 9. Up to about 5 kc, the two spectra
have the same character and level, but above this region although
the spectra both indicate electronic or ionic disturbances, the
magnetron noise level is generally lower than that of the klystron.
This is perhaps due to the partition noise effects present in the
klystron.
Run 15, which appears to be almost the duplicate of run 12,
is an a-m noise saectrum taken with the power output of the mag-
netron doubled. The noise modulation has apparently remained in-
dependent of the power output, except at very low frequ.encies
where some of the power supply hum components have been reduced.
by the alteration of the point of operation.
Run 13 is an f-m spectrum. Below 2 kc, the f-i spectru-l has
the same character as the a-m spectrum of run 12, sug cst-Lng that
these noise comcponent% which are largely hum frequency phenomena,
are produced in the power supply external to the magnetron. ihe
large frequency deviation at 5 kc, on the other hand, is apparent-
ly due to some internal effect which does not effect the carrier
voltage but does produce f.m. Beyond $ kc, the f-m noise voltages
begin to approach the level of the a-m voltages (run 12). To
seperate the spectra, the bucking circuit was employed in run 14.
Although it is not very clear in the data, it may be observed that
above 15 kc, where the voltages of runs 12 and 13 both had values
of -145 db, the voltage of run 14 is somewhat less. Note finally
that the f-mn noise in the magnetron is far less than in the klystron.
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F. Conclusion
The spectrum analyzer described in this thesis has been de-
signed and built primarily for the purpose of obtaining the a-m
and f-in noise spectra of microwave oscillators. Accuracies of
about 2 db are obtained in the recorded spectra, and higher ac-
curacy may be obtained by direct calibration at any point. Per-
haps the most desirable feature of the analyzer is the ease with
which a spectrum may be obtained.
The analyzer itself, with a suitsble detector, can be used
to measure the noise sidebands present on a carrier of any fre-
quency. The equipment can be used wherever a high sensitivity,
narrow-band wave analyzer is desired. The measurement of crystal
rectifier noise has already been described, and the measurement
of noise in vacuum tubes and transistors are other possible ap-
plications. Voltages as low as 145-150 db below one volt can
easily be measured at any frequency from 20 ops to 60 kc.
It has been pointed out that some analytical and perhaps ex-
perimental work is necessary to determine the exact significance
in terms of modulation index of the data obtained on random noise.
An analytical investigstion would also be desirable on the mag-
nitude of error which can be expected in measuring a random phen-
omenon in a narrow band width over a short time interval.
The author is hopeful that the data obtained with the spect-
rum analyzer in subsequent experiments will be useful in the de-
sign of low-noise microwave oscillators, and will perhaps pro-
vide a better understanding of the sources and character of noise
generation in crystal rectifiers.
"4ý
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APPENDIX I
DESIGN OF A QUARTZ CRYSTAL LATTICE FILTER
A. The Quartz Crystal
The quartz crystal, shown in Fig. 27A, is an electromechanical
14
transducer which has the property of producing a voltage across
the faces perpendicular to the electrical axis, whenever the cry-
stal is mechanically set into vibration. This process is revers-
ible, so that electrical excitation will produce mechanical vib-
rations and mechanical resonances.
The behavior of the quartz crystal, in terms of electrical
phenomena, may be entirely represented by an electrical equiva-
lent circuit. Figure 27B shows the electrical analogues of the
quartz crystal. The two forms shown are equivalent. The form
15
containing Ll, C1 , and CO is called the Foster admittance form,
while the other circuit is known as the Foster impedance form.
Many crystal cuts are possible from the raw block of quartz,
each cut having specific characteristics which make it 0ost ult-
able for some crystal application. The cut shown in Fig. 27A is
called the -18.5o X-cut because of its geometrical relationship
to the three axes of a quartz block. The axes are orthogonal
imaginary lines which run in specific directions within the un-
cut prismatic quartz block. The -18.5o X-cut is venerally chosen
for filter applicetions in the high audio and ultrasonic frequency
range because of the high-Q resonances exhibited by this cut.
The relationship between the parameters of the electrical
equivalent circuit and the physical dimensions of the crystal
as shown in Fig. 27A is given by the following formulae:
L1 = 118 WT henries (1)
L
WLC1 * .0029 r nicromicrofarads (2)
r-
A. -18.50 X-CUT QUART2
Ll C,0-1
Co
B. EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
18.50
KIS
CA
Ca
REACTANCE- FREQUENC
THE QUART
C. C URV E
f 'rt " If% A I AVII
---- ~ ~ -
I
FIG. 27 CRYSTAL
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WL
CO = .40 y micromicrofarads (3)
Referring to the equivalent circuits of Fig. 27B, the para-
meters of the two forms may be shown to be related as follows:
L1 LB(C A + CB) (4) LB : L1 ( C1  )2(7)
C 2 Cl + CO
1  C A (5) CA : C1  C0  (8)
CA ÷ 0B
CACB COC0  CA + CB (6) CB = 1(CI + CO) (9)
For purposes of analysis it will be convenient to define
a ratio r, such that
CO  CB (10)
r E C1 CA (0)
For the unmounted crystal, the ratio r has a definite con-
stant value of 138 (divide eq. 3 by eq. 2). Placing any capaci-
tance across the terminals of the crystal (such as the capacitance
of the crystal mount and socket), will raise the value of CO and
increase r. Furthermore, placing capacitance in series with the
crystal will lower CA and once again raise r. The minimum value
of r is therefore fixed by the crystal cut.
A more exact equivalent circuit of the quartz crystal than
that of Fig. 27B would contain a resistance in series with the
effective inductance. However, because of the high Q values
which are commonly obtained from crystal elements, only the reac-
tive elements need be considered for most analytical purposes. As
a matter of fact, it is the high values of Q obtainable fromi crys-
tals, and their high stability which makes these elements de-
sirable for filter applications.
Writing the driving-point impedance of the equivalent cir-
cuit in terms of real radian frequency w, yields the formula
__
w (w2 - W12 )
FO W2(w2 _ w22)
where
Z = impedance between circuit terminals
CO= total effective parallel capacitance (includes the
effect of any added circuit capacitance)
1
Wl= L = resonant frequency of circuit (12)
1
w2: = antiresonant frequency of circuit (13)
Deleting the j from formula (11) gives the reactance of the
crystal network and any added capacitance as a function of radian
frequency. The reactance equation is sketched in Fig. 27C. In
order to provide clarity to the curve, considerable liberty has
been taken in drawing the frequency scale. Numerical values
may help to provide perspective to the reactance-frequency curve.
For the crystals used in this research, fl, the resonant fre-
quency or zero of reactance might occur at 80,000 cps, while the
antiresonant frequency f2 , might occur at 80,100 cps, only 100
cycles removed from fl. The letter f will be used throughout to
mean w-, and denotes repl frequency.
21
Before proceeding with a discussion of the filter itself,
one final derivation is necessary. The separation between w1
and w2 is defined as &w. That is,
Aw _ w2 - wI . (14)
Consider the following;
W 2  w1I Aw 2 +w 2
(i) i ( s l ) c (e + to (15)
wl 1l Wl (15)
Since &w is very small compared to wl, eq.(15) becomes
_:_____
~ -----
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w2 2 2 Aw
(W2) - 1 2 -aw (16)
But from equations (12) and (13)
w2 2 L1 C1 *(C l I C0 ) C1l(-) =L o 1 + 0 (17)1l L10100 CO (7
Combining eqs.(16) and (17), and using eq.(lO),
2Aw . 0C1 1
w1 CO  r
Rewriting the above equation in terms of f, and solving for f,
yields finally the relationship
2fal (18)
2r
This important relationship between Af and the ratio r in-
dicates that the spacing between resonant and antiresonant fre-
quencies of the crystal network has a maximum value fixed by the
crystal cut, and that this spacing may be decreased by adding
series or parallel capacitance to the network, which as previously
explained, increases r.
There is a significant distinction between the use of a
series and a parallel capacitor in reducing Af. A cpacitor
placed across the crystal terminals will lower f2 , while a
series capacitor cannot affect the antiresonant frequency, but
will raise fl. The two critical frequencies can thus be theo-
retically moved arbitrarily close together, both being mobile,
but with direction of mnotion restricted as exnlained here.
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B. The Lattice Filter
The symaetrical lattice structure, which was chosen because
it lends itself so readily to analysis, is shov•n at the top of
Fig. 28. The impedance Za, which lies in the top series arm of
the lattice, has an identical tvvin in the bottom series arm.
This is likewise true for the shunt arms which contain the im-
pedances Zb.
Because the lattice is a balanced or bridge-type structure,
there can be no conmon ground between input and outout circuits
as this would result in the shorting of a lattice arm.
The properties of any symmetrical two termninal-pair netvork
may be completely characterized by two quantities known as the15
image parameters.
1. The image impedance -Z of a symmetrical network is the input
impedance presented by the network at either terminal pair when
the other terminal pair is terminated in Zo .
2. The image propagation function I of the network is a comolex
quantity whose real part is the attenuation loss of the network,
and whose imaginary part is the phase, when the network is ter-
minated in its image impedance. That is,
o_- 4- JO. In ( E i ) = in (Ii),
Eo lo
where
- image propagation function
= attenuation loss
_ phase
Eil i i input voltage and current, respectively
ElI o . output voltage and current, respectively,
when the network is terminated in its im'age impedance Zo .
For the symmetrical lattice, the image parameters turn out
rXa, Xb
//
I I
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I
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to be very simple functions of the series and shunt impedances
15
Za and Zb* Thus,
= aZ(19)
S: < + J = In p 1
where
hP -e , (20)
from which the attenuation loss is given by
SIn p - 1 (21)
The requirements for filtering action will now be discussed.
A region of zero attenuation will be a "flat" pass band,
provided Zo has such a value in that region that the filter can
be properly terminated. Eq.(21) indicates that the attenuation
will be zero whenever p is imaginary. When Za and Zb are purely
reactive networks (i.e., Za,b = jXa,b where X is real), then p as
given by eq.(20) will be imaginary if Xa and Xb have opposite
algebraic signs. Under these conditions, Zo (eq. 19) will be a
real function, and proper termination may be possible.
In a stop bpnd, the attenuation must be greater than zero,
which requires p to be real. Xa and Xb must therefore have the
same algebraic signs. Where this is true, Zo is imaginary and
any real termination corresponds to a mismatch. The effect of
this mismatch is to introduce a "reflection loss" which is very
small co.pared to the attenuation loss in the stop band, and
will be neglected.
Consideration of eq.(21) will show that where p 1i, that is
where Za = Zb, the attenuation will be infinite.
Figure 28A shows how the conditions discussed above are
satisfied by using crystal elements for the series and shunt arms
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of the lattice. The corresponding curves of attenuation and
iinage impedance are sketched In Fig. 283B and C.
Between zero frequency and w1, the resonant radian frequency
Of Za, both reactances are capacitive or negative. This condition
results in a region of real attenuation. Note thu oeak of atten-
uation at; w10d , where the series and shunt arm reactances are
equal. Also observe that the iuiagrle L'yiedance is linaginary in this
region.
If w2, the antiresonant frequency of '7t1 is caused to coin-
cide xwith w1?, the resonant frequency of Zb (primnes will be used
to denote all parameters relating to Zb), then a pass band! will
exist between thle rernaining two critical frequencies. Trhe re-
actances will have opposite algebraic signs in this region and
the image i~apedance W~ill be real. Note that althougLh th~e iiaage
Liipedance is real in the pass band, it takes on every value from
zero to infinity in that region, so thst a single resilstance can-
not provide a perfect match to the filter a~nd a reflection loss
will result fromn such a resistive termination. The reflection
loss in the pass band may not be neglected as it was in thc stoo
band. The problem of providing ai suditable ter7:ninatilon for the
filter was handled largely by cx~er:imental procedure and will be
m;ore ful~ly discussed in a later section.
Above w2 1, the attenuation is again real and conditions are
similar to those which exist below the lower cut-off frequency,
W1.
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C. Problems of Filter Design
14Design formulae are available in the literature which, upon
specification of tne filter center frequency, band pass, impedance
level and position of infinite attenuation peaks, yield the ap-
propriate values of inductance and capacitance for the crystal e-
quivalent circuit. There is one basic difficulty with such a de-
sign procedure. Once the desired values of the circuit parameters
are calculated, there is no assurance that any crystals with such
element values can be cut. Consultation with manufacturers of
quartz crystals indicated that the situation was far more critical
than expected. The following facts were gathered at that time:
1. For any specified crystal cut and desired value of resonant
frequency, there exists a recommended set of dimensions for the
crystal blank. An attempt to alter these dimensions might have
an adverse effect on the crystal Q, assuming that the new dimensions
could be obtained at all without introducing spurious modes of
vibration.
2. Crystals with resonant frequencies very close to one another
will have dimensions (hence equivalent circuit parameters) which
differ very slightly.
3. Dimensions supplied foran 80 kc crystal lead to the following
approximate values of circuit parameters:
L1 = 120 henries
Cl = .04 micromicrofarads (mmf) (22)
O = 5.5 mmf (holder capacity will increase this value)
It was felt that some design procedure was necessary which
would take cognizance of the highly restricted properties of the
filter crystals. The original method of analysis which was de-
veloped as part of this research will be presented in the section
to follow.
.__i__i·_
*%ftii"
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It was pointed out in section B that the pass band of the
crystal lattice filter extends from the Zero of z a to the pole
of Zb, provided the other two criticsl freouencies coincide.
How~ever, because of the oroperties of the crystal cut, the spacing:
between critical frequencies of a single crystal (Af), has a
maxi~num value determined by the capacitance ratio r for the un-
mounted crystal, as explained in section A. For the -l8.5o X-cut
crystal, the value of r, taking into account the effect of cry-
stal mount and holder capacity, will be about 2~0. Under these
conditions, the value of ~f for an 80 kc crystal, given by eq.(18),
would be about 160 cycles. Trhe largest possible pass band for a
crystal lattice filter with center frequency 80 kc would then be
obtained from a symmetrical arrangement (i.e., Afa IL~b)' and
would be about 380 cps wide.
As was pointed out at the conclusion of section A, it is
possible to reducedf by the use of external capacitors, keeping
in ~nind the fact that a capacitor in series withn a crystal raises
f1, while a capacitor in parallel lowers f2. It is therefore
possible to produce filter band widths siaaller than 380 cps by
many combinations of crystal critical frequenclca and tunin~ng
c apac i tors . It will be shown however, that the proper cnjnbination.
of the aforementioned factors is highly restricted by the type
of atuenua~tion chiaracteristic desired withl any given band woidth.
The purpose of the design procedure to be developed is to
express the image imoedance Z0 and the shape of the attenuation
characteristic in terms of b a and Afb, which are thne quan-
tities altered through the use of external capacitors in Z a and
Zb, respectively.
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Aluhough, as was Dointed oft in section B, the inage imped-
~Umcoc of thie lattice filter varies rnonotonically from zero to in-
finity over the pass band, it is of interest to decerruine the nu-
aierical value of Z0 at the filter mid-frequency w0 rad/sec.
From equation (11), and using the notat~on of' Fig. 28, we ob-
tain after satisfying the relation wg= w2 = W1 1,
Za w (w2 - 12 ) (3
wg 2 (w2 -w0O2)
w (w2 - w02 )
Zb -i 2  -j 12 (2i4)
Jl'hen by eq.(19), .the image impo~dance beco~nes
1 w2 - 2  (2$)
wj~Jy -00(w2 - 212 )
At mid-band frequency, w = w0. iMakinr~ this substitution and
dividing the result by w02 yields the ima·ge irnpednnce at mid-band:
1 -(Wl) 21 W0
ZOm w TCg-C ' (W2 )2 126
From Fig. 28A,
W1=W 0 ALwa (27)
W2 -" w0 +4Wb (28)
where
W0> A wa~b
so that we may write
Wl 2 (1 hw&) 2 2Aw, (293)
(W2 )2 (1 Wb 2 - 2 hwb(0
( > (11+ (3w
WO WO 0
Substituting eqs.(29) and (30) into eq.(26), and writing the
result in terms of real frequency, yields finally,
om 21rf 0 j00 Er b
It should be reiterated that eq.(31) gives the
pedance at the mid-band frequency f0 only, and that
(31)
image im-
the irm-
pedance at any other point must be calculated using eq.(25).
Of much greater moment in the design analysis undertaken here
is the variation of attenuation with changes inA wa and Awb
.
Repeating equation (21),
- + 1 Zb
p -In , where p
Using the values of Za and Zb from equations (23) and (24), we find
(32)
The attenuation at any point in the stop band may be determined
from eq.(32). More specifically, consider the position of a peak
of attenuation (wlc or w2,, in Fig. 28B). Such a peak occurs when
o( is infinite or when p is equal to unity. Setting p = 1 in
eq.(32) yields
(w2 - w12)(w2 - w2 2) : k(w 2 - w02)2
where
C0k C t
CO '
(34.)
W = Wlo 
- W2c
In order to obtain the parametersawa and~lwb explicitly in eq.
(33), use is made of eqs.(27) and (28) to obtain
Wl 2 = (WO -_Wa) 2 -w2 - 2wAwoa (35)
.6- .--- - L III II ·
P = )
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w2'2 = (wO 4wb) 2  02 + 2 w 0 Wb (36)
Substituting eqs.(35) and (36) into eq.(33) yields
(w 2 - w2 + 2w a)(w 2 - w0 2 - 2w0oAb) - k(w 2 - w0 2) 2
letting x = w2 - w02, multiplying out and rearranging terms,
(1 - k)x 2 + 2 w0 (Awa - AWb)x - 4AWAWbW0 2 - 0 (37)
let AWbK ! Aw (38)
then equation (37) becomes
(1 - k)x 2 - 2wo(K - 1)Awax - 4KAwa 2 w0 2 = 0 (39)
Solving eq.(39) for x, and substituting w2 - w02 for x,
2(K-1)Awat V[K-1)2 + 4K(l-k)AWa2 (a)
w2 - w02 = WO (-40)
1-k
Hearranging terms and writing eq.(40) in terms of real frequency,
w
f = ---- , yields finally2 ir
(41)
where COa A fb
k C O , and K - ---O A fa
The following observations, based on physical reasoning and
experiment will help to indicate the use of eq.(41) toward the
further development of a design procedure.
1. Consider an attenuation peak on one side of the pass band, for
example f2. in Fig. 28B. This peak can be mrde to fall anywhere
between f2' and infinity. It was found experimentally however,
that an attempt to place the peak very close to the cut-off fre-
quency will result in a filter with a very poor attenuation char-
ii-.--.- · --
--
I 
- I
I
i
~__I_ ·~·~ __
I~yi
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acteristic beyond the peak, the attenuation loss dropping-sharp-
ly past the peak to values as low as 20 db before rising again.
In fact, not until the peak lies at least 500 cycles from the
cut-off frequency, will the attenuation curve take on a satisfac-
tory overall shape for the single filter stage. A glance at the
100 cycle filter characteristic shown in Fig. 35 will illustrate
the desired characteristic.
2. Let us consider physically how an attenuation peak is obtained
in the lattice filter structure. Reference to Fig. 28 will in-
dicate that a peak occurs at the crossover points of Za and Z
Since the reactance-frequency curve always has a positive slope,
it is necessary that the reactance of Zb have a smaller absolute
magnitude than that of Za at very low and very high frequencies
if peaks are to occur on both sides of the pass band. However,
it may be verified by considering the crystal equivalent circuits
(Fig. 27B), and the approximate values of the parameters given by
eq.(22), that near zero or infinite frequency the behavior of the
reactance curve is determined almost exclusively by CO . In order
to obtain the required cross-over it is therefore necessary that
CO ' be greater than CO, so that the resultant reactances will
have the relationship mentioned. This discussion seems to res-
CO '
Returning to equation (41), an attempt to make k greater than
unity will result in one of two conditions:
1. Considering the term under the square-root sign, note that if
k>l, then (1-k) is negative. However, K is always positive, so
that if k is so large that 14K(l-k)l> (K-1) 2 , then no real f will
satisfy eq.(41), and no attenuation peaks will occur.
2. If 14K(1-k)1< (K-1)2, then the term under the square-root sign
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will be positive. The resultant root however, will be smaller
than the magnitude of (K-i). As a result, the two solutions of
eq.(L4l) will either both be greater or less than f0, depending on
tne magnitude of K. In other words, ir k is greater than unity,
but not too mach greater, bqdth attenuation peaks will lie on the
same side of the pass band.
Assuming that a filter with high attenuation on both sides
of the pass band is desired, we shall eliminate vqrlues of k
greater than unity from further discussion and consider the quan-
ti~tative effect of varying k within the range zero to unity.
Let us for the moment restrict the discussion to the sym-
metrical filter (Afa' Afb or K = 1). Under this condition, eq.
(14) becomes:
f2f 2 * ro hr 2 (42)
As k increases from zero to unity, eq.(42) shows that the
attenuation peaks move from the cut-off frequencies out to zero
and infinite frequency. It has been pointed out that for suit-
able attenuation characteristics, the position of the attenus-
tion peaks should be not less than 500 cycles or so remnoved from
the center frequency. If we require that a filter be built with
peaks 1000 cycles from f0, and further assume that fgis large
compared to 1000 cps, as it will normally be (for this research
fgis La0 kc), then eq. (4.2) mnay be written as
f. f0± fAL (4.3)
Note that wherever the spacing between f0 and f1l o r f2aD is small
compared to f0, then eq.(4.3) will hold, and a symmetrical filter
will have attenuation peaks which are symmetrically located about
the center frequency of the filter.
W&iiili_; __i:
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Returning to the problem of producing attenuation peaks 1000
cycles from f0, eq.(43) yields
fa 
_ 1000 cps (44)
For a 100 cycle filter, where Afa = 50 cps, eq.(44) yields
k = .9975 ,
while for a 10 cycle filter band pass, we obtain
k * .999975
In general, k must lie between about 0.95 and 1.00 to obtain
a suitable symmetrical filter, with the required value of k draw-
ing closer to unity as the band width decreases.
The effect of making the filter unsymmetrical (K different
from unity) is to make the attenuation characteristic unsymmetrical.
That is, the attenuation peaks will not be equally distant from fo0
The extent and character of this effect can best be illustrated
by several examples.
The table below gives a comparison of the positions of flao
and f 2 0o for K = 1 and K* 1, given by eq.(41). The center fre-
quency f0 is 80 kc in all cases.
k £fa Afb K flf 2ac
.9975 50 cps 50 cps 1 f0 - 1000 cps fo0  1000 cps
.9975 50 60 1.2 fo - 280 fo + 4290
*9975 50 40 0.8 fo - 4185 fo + 190
.999975 5 cps 5 cps 1 f0 - 1000 cps f0 + 1000 cps
.999975 5 6 1.2 f 0  fo + 4030
.999975 5 4 0.8 f 0 - 4030 f o + 20
In general, if K X 1, the attenuation peaks will be shifted
up or down frequency, depending on whether K is greater or less
i
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than unity. For the filters discussed above, changing K by
20%;; moved one of the peaks too close to f0 in all cases, with
the effect beingf worse for the narrower band width.
Su.i~nmarizing the preceeding discussion, a filter with de-
sirable attenuation characteristics should have the following
properties:
A~a u~b(145)
cot
As the desired band width decreases, the tolerance on cq.(L45)
beco~aes smaller, and at the same time C0 must be more rnearly
equal to C0 '. Since the capacitorC 0 across a crystal has a
direct effect upon the separation between the critical f'requen-
cies (Af) of the resultant network, then eqs.()45) and (46) are
not independent. Recalling eq.(18), we obtain the equations,
______'~ ~0 47)
2r 2r 2r
Af (48)b -2r' 2r'
Then by equation (145) and using equation (10),
Finally since C0  C0' by equation (46), eq.(49) yields
Cl Cl' (50)
This final result is highly significant since it leads di-
rectly to an extremely simple design procedure. It was ;nentioned
in section C that two crystals with corresponding critical fre-
quencies close to one another will have equivalent circuit para-
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meters which differ very slightly. If the values of CI for the
lattice crystals as originally ground could be made equal, then
the use of series condensers to satisfy eq.(50) could be avoided,
since only through the use of a series condenser can C1 of a
crystal be altered.
If no series condensers are employed however, then the re-
sonant frequencies of Za and Zb cannot be altered. Reference to
Fig. 28A will show that the two resonant frequencies fl and fl
(or f0) are separated by half the band width or Af. The remain-
ing question then is: How can two crystal be ground with the same
value of Cl, but with resonant frequencies Af apart? Keeping in
mind the fact that Af is quite small compared to the filter center
frequency f0, the answer to this question is quite simple:
The resonant frequency of a crystal network is proportional
to by eq.(12). Therefore, by eqs.(l) and (2), the reso-
1
nant frequency is proportional to W , where W is the crystal
width times the cosine of 18.-o. Increasing the resonant fre-
quency of a crystal by Af will therefore require a small decrease
in the crystal width, If at the same time, the crystal length
is increased and/or its thickness decreased, then the LW ratio
T
(hence the value of C1, by eq. 2) will remain the same.
Having thus satisfied the requirements that C1 = Cl', and
that the crystals for Za and Zb are ground with resonant fre-
quencies fo - fa and fo, respectively, it remains only to place
capacitors in parallel with Za and Zb so that the antiresonant
frequencies of the resultant networks lie at fo and f0 + fb'
respectively. Because of the tolerances involved, final adjust-
ment of the attenuation characteristic must done experimentally.
tihi - - - -- -- I, ~ · · ·
-I
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E. Summary of Design Procedure
This section will present the design procedure for a crystal
lattice filter based on the results of the analysis given in sec-
tion D, while the sections to follo0w will illustrate the experi-
mental equipment and techniques necessary to carry out the pro-
cedure. Finally, the filter used in this research will be described.
Design of filter with band width B = 2Af, at frequency f 0 :
1. Crystals 1 and 2 (for Za ) should have resonant frequency of
f0 - Af cps.
2. Crystals 3 and 4 (for Zb) should have resonant frequency of
LWf0 cps, and the L- ratio at crystals 1 and 2.
M. ieasure CO and C1 of each crystal unit. The equinent nec-
essary for this step is described in section F.
4. Using the relationship
COT f0
r - Af (51)
C1  2af'
calculate the total parallel capacitance (COT) necessary to place
the antiresonant frequency of each crystal Af cps above its re-
sonant frequency. Obtain COX = COT - CO for each crystal.
. Place variable capacitor of approximate value COX across each
corresponding crystal. Using the equipment described in section
F-l, tune capacitor until antiresonant frequency is &f above re-
sonant frequency. Place resultant units in lattice arrangement.
6. Using equipment described in section G, retune capacitors ac-
ross crystals 3 and 4 only to obtain the desired attenuation
characteristic. The band width will not be effected by this step.
T. Terinin-te filter in double-tuned transformers which present an
impedance to the filter of approximately
1
Zom = 2 f0 COT (from eq. 31)
Using equipment described in section G, check filter pass band.
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F. Measurement of Crystal Parameters
In order to carry out the design procedure outlined in sec-
tion E, it is necessary to know the values of CO and C1 for each
filter crystal. While C1 cannot be measured directly, it may be
determined by the following procedure:
(a) measure the crystal resonant and antiresonant frequencies,
fl and f2 , respectively.
(b) Calculate Af = f2 - fl
(c) By eq.(18), r fl
2Af
(d) Measure CO
(e) Then by eq.(lO0),
C1 - CO
This section will describe the equipment and techniques used
to accomplish the measurement of resonant frequency, antiresonant
frequency, CO and series resistance. The latter melasurement was
made for the purpose of determining the effective crystal Q.
1. iieasurement of resonant and antiresonant frequency. Fig. 29A
shows the equipment used to measure fl and f 2 of the mounted crys-
tal. At resonance, the crystal presents a minimum impedance and
the VTVMU will read maximum. The reverse is true at antiresonance.
The 100 ohm resistors eliminate the effect of stray wiring capqc-
ity which would otherwise reduce the accuracy of the measurement.
The General Radio 805C has a vernier dial which is calibrated to
read 8 cycles per division at 80 kc (the filter center frequency
used in this research). This dial can be read accurately to about
2 cycles.
The resonant frequency of the crystal has been precisely
r5
;·
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ground into the crystal and is specified by the manufacturer, so
that fl is not measured, but is used to calibrate the Signal Gen-
erator. Because of this fact, measurements of Af, which is about
200 cycles before external capacitance is added, may be made ac-
curately to about 2 cycles.
This equipment is also used for prelininary tuning of the
lattice filter units as explained in step 5 of section E.
2. Measurement of CO . It wes pointed out in section D that at
low frequencies the crystal impedonce is essentially that of a
capacitor of value CO . Measurement of CO was therefore accomp-
lisned by a bridge measurement at 1 kc.
Tihe apparatus used for making the measure nent is shown in
Fig. 29B. Because of the small values of capacitance xohich must
be measured (C07 micromicrofarads), the substitution method is
used. The measure-ment procedure is as follows:
(a) Set Precision Condenser to some nominal value, say 100
,M f. Balance bridge at this point.
(b) Place crystal across Precision Condenser. It will now
be necessary to decrease the capacitance of the Precision
Condenser by an amount AC in order to restore balance.
(c) Then CO = AC.
All measurements of crystal narameters were made with the
crystal in a bakelite socket, similar to the one used in the
final filter. The capacitance introduced by the socket, although
very small, may not be neglected compared to CO of the crystal
in its original holder.
3. ileasurement of Effective Resistance. At its resonant frequency,
a crystal appears as CO in parallel with the effective resistance R.
L1 and C1 , which normally are in series with R, are effectively
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cancelled out by the resonance.
Tihe vvlue of R is measured by the simnple bridge shown schem-
atically in Fig. 290. The input generator is a G.R. 8oSC Signal
Generator which is tuned to the reson'~nt frequency of the crystal.
RSis a 100,000 ohm decade resistance. RA and RB azre precision
resistors of 3,000 ohms each.
'Ihe equivalent shunt capacitance of the dec~de box (C~q) par-
tially balances out 00, and the null indicption on1 the oscillo-
scope is fairly sharp.
Fig. 30A shows the measured values of the equivalent cir-
cuit paramneters for the four crystals used in the filter described
in sections H and I.
Crystals 1 and 2 are identical crystals used in the series
arms of the lattice. Small variations in the measured values of
crystal parameters for these two crystals have been neglected,
and the averag~e values are presented here. The same is true for
crystals 3 mnd 4., which are the shunt arm crystals.
To account for the cr~pacitance of the bakelite crystal socket,
l·l1ipf should be added to all values of p~rallel capacitr'nce (0O)
srxown in Fig. 30A.
The value of inductance (L1) was calculated from eq.(12),
which comnbined with eqs.(1O) and (18) yields,
L11
= 8n2lhf(52)
The values of Q = 2W 1L1  calculated from the circuit
parameters are as follows:
For crystals 1 and 2, f1 = 79,950 cps, Q = 23,000
For crystals 3 and 4., f 1~= 80,002 cps, Q l 4.,500
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G. Crystal Filter Charpcteristic Display Equipment
Once the filter crystals and their corresponding parallel
tuning capacitors are adjusted to provide the positions of crit-
ical frequencies necessary to produce the desired band width
(step 5, section E), only two additional adjustments are needed
to complete the design of the lattice filter. First, the atten-
uation characteristic of the filter must be asjusted by varying
the ratio of total parallel capacitance in Za (COT) to that in Zb
(COT'), as indicated by eq.(46). If the design prodedure has
been carried out as outlined in section E, then COT and COT' will
be very nearly equal, and an extremely small increase in COT' is
all that is necessary to plece the attenuation peaks in their
proper position. Because of the tolerances involved, this step
must be carried out experimentally. The final filter asjustment
calls for terminating the filter so that a flat pass band is ob-
tained over as large a range of the theoretical band width as
possible. Because of the behavior of Zo over the pass band (Fig.
28C), this step must be carried out experimentally, and some
method of observing the filter band pass as the terminating cir-
cuits are adjusted is essential to the procedure.
Figure 31 is a block diagram of the equipment used in the
final stages of filter design. The filter crystal and capacitor
units are placed in a lattice structure terminated in 80 kilo-
cycle double-tuned transformers. The G.R. 805C Signal Generator
is capable of being read to accuracies of about 2 cps, after
calibration with a filter crystal. For adjustment of the filter
attenuation characteristic, the Signal Generator is tuned manually
over the wide range of frequencies outside of the filter pass
band, and a Ballantine (Model 300) Voltmeter (marked "VTVM" in
MOTOR DRIVE
AND (j
SWEEP CONTROL
DUMONT 304H
DC SCOPE
V AMP H AMP
HORIZONTAL SWEEP VOLTAGEI
FIG. 31 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FILTER CHARACTERISTIC DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
r  
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Fig. 31) is used to indicate relative response.
To avoid point-by-point measurement of the filter pass band
characteristic, which would be difficult and inaccurate because
of the narrow band widths involved, the G.R. 805C is converted
to a motor-driven sweep generator. As the generator sweeps over
the pass band it generates two signals. One signal is the nor-
mal generator output which goes directly to the filter. The
output voltage of the filter is proportional to the filter res-
ponse characteristic. This voltage is then fed to a Ballantine
(Model 300) VTVM, which has an internal diode detector whose d-c
outpu is proportional to the voltmeter input voltage. The de-
tector output is amplified by a Brush (BL 932) D-C Amplifier (not
shown in Fig. 31), and finally fed to a Dumont 304H D-C Oscillo-
scope. The second generator signal is a d-c voltage proportional
to output frequency. This voltage becomes the horizontal sweep
voltage of the oscilloscope. Thus, the frequency response curve
of the filter pass band is plotted on the oscilloscope face.
The converted Signal Generator is shown pictorially in Fig.
32, while the motor driving circuit and the sweep control are
shown in the schematic diagram, Fig. 33.
The horizontal sweep voltage is produced by a linear po-
tentiometer which is ganged to the vernier dial of the generator.
Tne potentiometer is excited by a 45 volt battery, so that as
the vernier dial rotates .to change frequency, the potentiometer
output voltage changes proportionally.
The vernier dial (marked "Carrier Frequency Increment")
is driven by a 10 rpm, single phase capacitor motor, via a
spring-loaded dial cable. Two motor speeds are provided; a slow
speed controlled by a Variac, to trace out the filter character-
istic, and a faster speed for retrace, during which time the
FIG. 32: MOTOR-DRIVEN SWEEP OSCILLATOR
;`E-------LC~---- _~_·~ · -I · _ ~-~I- · __::~_ _ _ ~
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oscilloscope trace is "blanked out".
The action of the sweep control is as follows:
Note in Fig. 32 that the center arm of the potentiometer
has been xtended and a metal rod soldered perpendicular to the
arm. The rod points downward in the picture. Note also the two
L-shaped bars at either side of the potentiometer. These bars
are adjustable with relation to the potentiometer rod by means
of the binding posts through which the bars pass. Let us assume
that the vernier dial is being slowly rotated counter-clockwise
by the Variac-controlled motor, and that the filter character-
istic is being traced on the long-persistance oscilloscope screen.
The potentiometer rod is approaching the L-bar to the right of
the potentiometer. When the bar is struck by the rod, a relay
circuit is closed (Fig. 33) which reverses the motor, places the
motor directly across the line to increase the driving speed, and
finally, disconnects the potentiometer exciting voltage, there-
by "blanking out" the oscilloscope trace. The vernier dial now
rotates in a clockwise direction until the L-bar on the left
is struck, whereupon the relay returns all components to their
"trace" conditions.
By adjusting the L-bars, any band up to 1,600 cps in width,
centered at 80 kc, can be viewed. The ariac allows the speed
to be lowered as the band width to be viewed is decreased, since
a smaller band width requires a larger signal build-up time.
After initial adjustments of sweep "idth and sweep speed,
the generator runs automatically, allowing the operator to make
filter termination adjustments while continually observing the
filter band-pass characteristic.
It should be pointed out that the sweep generator can be
used at any frequency in the range of the G.R. 805C.
__~_~_~____________~____
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H. The 100 Cycle Filter
It was pointed out in Chapter II, section D, that for pro-
per operation of the spectrum analyzer over its entire frequency
range, two filter band widths, 100 cps and 10 cps, are necessary.
The design of the 100 cps filter was carried out using the pro-
cedure outlined in section E. The 10 cps filter, which uses the
same four filter crystals as the 100 cps filter, required a more
complicated design procedure. Section I describes the 10 cps
filter.
Design of filter with band width B a 2Af = 100 cps, and center
frequency f0 = 80 kc.
1. Crystals 1 and 2 (for Za) were ground with resonant frequency
fl fo - Af = 79,950 cps.
2. Crystals 3 and 4 (for Zb) were ground with resonant frequency
fl' " o = 80,002 cps. (This figure is within the .003% toler-
ance specified for the position of the resonant frequency. The
tvo crystals, 3 and 4, are identicpl to a much smaller tolerance).
LWAlthough the requirement of equal i- ratio for all crystals was
not specified at the time the crystals were ordered, the measured
values of C1 and Cl' (step 3) are sufficiently close to one an-
other to permit the constructLon of a symnnetrical filter.
3. Using the equipment described in section F, the values of C0
and C1 for each crystal were measured (see Fig. 30).
Crystals 1 and 2: C1 = .034L5 k f
C0 = 8.6 dLyf
Crystals 3 and 4: C1 = .0338 pyf
co = 8.3 Pf
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The values of CO and CO' include the capacitance of the bakelite
crystal socket which houses the crystal unit.
4. Using eq.(51),
r 280,- 20 769 ( Af is 52 cps because f0 is 80,002)
whence,
COT = 769 .0345 - 26.5 f
COT'= 769 .0338 26.0 Yf
and
COX = 26.5 - 8.6 - 17.9 l f
COX'= 26.0 - 8.3 = 17.7 ,f
5. Having thus calculated the approximate values of external
capacitance (COX) which must be added to each crystal to place
its antiresonant frequency Af above its resonant frequency, the
remainder of the design procedure vs carried out experimentally.
A variable ceramic capacitor (4 - 30 /tf) was placed across each
crystal. Using the equipment shown in Fig. 29A, the :capacitors
were adjusted to yield the proper arrangement of critical fre-
quencies.
6. The resulting crystal units were placed in a lattice structure,
similar to the filter schematic shown in Fig. 34. The test lattice
contained only the 100 cycle filter components which may be iden-
tified in Fig. 34 by consulting Fig. 30B. By slightly increading
the tuning cppacitance across crystals 3 and 4, a sym:netrical
attenuation characteristic with peaks at about 800 cycles above
and below the center frequency and maximum attenuation of 70 db
was obtained. The characteristic display apparatus described in
section G was used to determine the attenuation curve.
The filter characteristic plotted in Fig. 35 was obtained
after the entire filter (Fig. 34) was constructed. The presence
of only one attenuation peak, and the loss of 10 db of attenuation
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from the characteristic obtained in the test lattice is most
likely due to the stray cepacitpnce introduced by the selector
switch and 10 cycle filter components (Fig. 34). Because the
filter tuning capacitance is of the order of 204pf, the stray
cepacitance effects cannot be neglected. It was found that re-
moving some of the 10 cycle components from the filter circuit
resulted in a decided improvement in the attenuation character-
istic. These components, even when not connected directly into
their proper circuit positions by the selector switch, will
place stray capacitance between each crystal and ground, and
will therefore prevent the balancedlattice structure from pro-
viding a sharp null (peak of attenuation). Redesign of the
switching circuit to avoid components from contacting the cry-
stal terminals unnecessarily, and the use of low-capacitance
switch elements would result in a better attenuation character-
istic. For the purposes of this research, the characteristic
shown in Fig. 35 is quite adequate.
7. The final step in the design procedure calls for terninating
the filter so as to obtain a flat ppss band characteristic over
as wide a range of the theoretical 104 cycle band hidth as pos-
sible. The image impedance at the center frequency is given by
eq.(31), which for a symmetrical filter as designed here yields,
1
Z o r - - f C
2om Wf 0 COT
For the 100 cycle filter, Zom = 75,000 ohms. By terminating
the filter in 80 kc tuned circuits with various impedances at
antiresonance, it was found that vplues of termination different
from Zom did not alter the extent of the flat region (about 60
cps), but merely shifted this region away from a symmetrical lo-
cation about f0. The terýminating circuits shown in Fig. 34 pre-
sent an impedance of 73,000 ohms to the filter.
li~limim IC-
W&MM11i
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I. The 10 Cycle Filter
If the 10 cps filter were to be designed using the procedure
outlined in section E, two additional crystals (for Za) would
have to be obtained. Crystals 3 and 4, used in the 100 cycle
filter, could be used again, but crystals 1 and 2 do not have
the proper resonant frequency. It was possible however to build
a suitable filter for this researchwith a 10 cps pass band, using
the same crystals manufactured for the 100 cps filter.
It was mentioned above that crystals 1 and 2 do not have
the correct resonant frequency for the 10 cps filter apolication.
However, it was pointed out in section A that a capacitance plac-
ed in series with a crystal will raise its resonant frequency.
Consider the possibility of placing capacitance in series with
crystals 1 and 2 so as to place fl within 5 cycles of fo. Re-
ference to the equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 27B indicates
that a capacitance in series with a crystal has the effect of
decreasing CA. Hence, by eq.(5), C1 is likewise decreased. If
we now recall that the primary requirement for building a fil-
ter with attenuation peaks sufficiently far removed from f 0 to
yield a suitable attenuation curve is that all parallel cap-
acitances used in the filter elements be nearly equal (eq. 46),
then it becomes apparent that a symmetrical filter cannot be
built. That is, if COT 1 COT', but C1 is less than CI ' (as a
result of the use of series capacitance in Za), then r>r' ,
and Afb>Afa (eqs. 47 and 48). It will be shown later in this
section that to design a filter with a pass bsnd of 10 cycles,
and COT = COT', it was necessary to make Af a  3 cps and Afb
7 cycles, whereby K V 2.3 (eq. 41).
Concidering eq.(41) and the discussion of section D per-
taining to this equation, we observe that the effect of making
lký
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K greater than unity is to shift the attenuation peaks to the
right of where they would occur for a symmetrical filter. For
example, the table below equation ("4) in section D shows that
for k of such value that the attenuation peaks occur 1,000 cps
removed from f 0 in a symmetrical filter, an asymmetrical filter
with K = 1.2 will have its attenuation peaks located 30 cps
below f0 and 4030 cps above f 0 (for the 10 cycle filter). For
the filter at hand, where K ' 2,3, consideration of eq.(41) shows
that the best possible attenuation characteristic which can be
obtained will have a peak below f0, but can have no peak above
f 0 (except at very high frequencies where the peak can have no
effect on the skirts of the attenuation curve). This is exactly
the type of characteristic obtained experimentally (Fig. 35).
In order to illustrate the design of a filter using series
as well as parallel capacitances, the procedure for calculating
the required values of capacitances used in the 10 cycle filter
will be presented here. It should be pointed out that the cal-
culations presented here will be the final group in a series of
siinilar trial-and-error calculations which are necessary to de-
terrmine the values of capacitance which will produce a filter
with a total band width of 10 cps and with equal parallel capac-
itances in Za and Zb. This procedure converges very rapidly to
the correct solution because it is known that Afb is greater
than Afa, and that f a must therefore be less than 5 cps. At
any rate, the values calculated need only be approximate, since
all critical adjustments are performed experimentally.
1. For crystals 1 and 2 (Za), with no added capacitance (except
the bakelite socket), the following values were measured:
fl a 79,950 cps, C1 * .0345 $pLf
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f2 : 80,105 cps, CO * 8.6 /f
2. Using eqs.(8) and (9), the values of the parameters of the
Foster impedance form of crystal equivalent circuit (Fig. 27B),
were found as follows:
CA = cl f CO = 8.6 + .0338 = 8 .6338tff (53)
CB  C CA = 2150 ,Pf (54)
C1
3. Assume fa = 3 cps. It is then required to nove fl from 79,950
cps to 79,999 (since fo = 80,002). Under these conditions, the
separation between resonant and Pntiresonant frequencies will
be
Afa" " f2 - 79,999 = 106 cps
4. By eqs.(l0) and (18),
r" CBT 379 (55
2 Af a" CAT
where CBT and CAT are respectively the total values of Cg and CA
which are necessary to yield a crystal unit with resonant fre-
quency 79,999 and antiresonant frequency 80,105. However, only
the resonant frequency is being altered at this point, so that
a capacitance will be placed in series with the crystal, and only
CA will be effected. Therefore CBT = CB = 2150% "f (eq. 54 )
From eq. (55),
CBT 2150 5.68 f (56)CAT = " 2379
•. The value of CA before series capacitance is added is 8.6338
r1f. 'To satisfy equation (56), an external capacitance (CAX)
must be placed in series with the crystal. The vslue of CAX,
which will produce CAT = 5.68 rff, is easily calculated to be
CAX = 16.6 ,Pf. (57)
bm--
ibwzi!ý
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6. The remaining calculation involving Za is the one which yields
the value of parallelcapacitance which must now be placed across
the crystal and the series capacitance CAX to mnove the antireso-
nant frequency of the unit from 80,105 cps to 80,002 cps (fo).
In order to accomplish this calculation, we must revert to the
equivalent circuit involving C1 and CO. Using eqs.(5) and (6)
we obtain for the crystal and series capacitance combination:
(CAT)2  (5.68)2
CAT + CBT 2150 + 5.68
CATCBTCO" CATCT 5.48 /7 f (59)
CAT * CBT
Note that placing capacitance in series vith the crystal has
lowered C1 , CO, and CA, but has not affected CB.
7. To bring f2 to 80,002 cps, or equivalently, to produce Afa=
3 cps, requires that the total parallel capacitance (COT) across
Za be of such value that
COT - 79,999 = 13,300 (60)
Cl" 2 Afa 2 * 3
From eqs. (58) and (60), we obtain
COT = rCl" 200 ,~f. (61)
Finally, from eqs.(61) and (59), we obtain for the value of
parallel capacitance which must be placed across Za
COX = COT - CO" = 194.52 rrf. (62)
8. For crystals 3 and 4 (Zb), requiring that COT' = 200 tprf
(eq. 61), will yield (since C1 ' I .0338j.f)
r'= COT' = 200 $900 , (63)
C1' .0338
whereby,
fl aAfb f" 6.78 cps (b3)2r'
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The total bend width is therefore 3 + 6.78 = 9.78 cps.
9. Using the values of capacitances calculated in the previous
discussion as a guide, the actual construction of the 10 cps
filter proceeded as follows:
A ceramic variable capacitor (5-20/11f) was placed in series
with crystal 1 (CAx = 16 . 6 //f). A 2 0 0 ,pyf mica capacitor was
then placed across this combination (COT = 195 1 ,K). Using the
equipment shown in Fig. 29A, the variable capacitor was adjusted
to produce an antiresonant frequency of 80,002 cps for the unit.
This process was repeated for crystal 2 (see Fig. 30B)
The units for the shunt arms (Zb) were produced by parallel
capecitance in the form of a 180,/ f mica capacitor and a variable
ceramic capacitor (4-30,1 7 f) placed across crystals 3 and 4. These
units were pre-tuned to antiresonance at 80,009 cps.
The filter units were then placed in a test lattice structure,
and the attenuation characteristic adjusted by tuning the capaci-
tors across crystals 3 and 4.
The value of image impedance at f0, calculated from eq.(31)
is 6,850 ohms. However, no attempt was nade to change the filter
termination from the value used in the 100 cps filter (73,000 ohms),
because the narrow band width involved (comnared to the 100 cps
case) makes the effect of varying the termination (step 7, sec-
tion H) inconsequential.
The crystal filter stage is shown schematically in Fi,. 34.
The 10 cycle and 100 cycle filter tuning capacitors may be iden-
tified by referring to Fig. 30B. A single rotary switch (two-
gang) accomplishes the changeover from the 10 cps to the 100 cps
band width. It was found that the 10 cps filter had a smaller
voltage output at fo than the 100 cps filter. To equalize the
WMMC------"-------------~--~~"C~~
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outputs of the two filters, the "compensator" places attenuation
in the path of the signal in the i-f strip (see Fig. 10) when
the filter is in the 100 cycle band vidth position. The compen-
sator is adjusted, when the analyzer is initially calibrated
(Chapter III, section A), to provide equal voltage outputs at
both filter band widths for a fixed sinusoidal input signal.
A photograph of the crystal filter unit is presented in
Fig. 9 (Chapter II).
The attenuation characteristics of the 10 and 100 cycle
filters are shown in Fig. 35, along with the response curve of
a simple tuned circuit. As explained in section D of Chapter II,
the tuned circuit, which has a band width of 100 cps (to 3 db
points) does not have the flat pass band or the sharply rising
skirts which are characteristic of the crystal lattice filter.
The 100 cps filter is synmmetrical (the lack of an attenuation
peak to the right of the center frequency is explained in section
H). The pass band is flat (within 0.5 db) for 60 cps, and has
a width (to 3 db points) of about 90 cps. The theoretical flat
band width of this filter is 104 cps, but the variation of image
impedance over the pass band makes proper termination of the filter
impossible V-ith a single resistance, so that the pass band is
flat for only about 60% of the theoretical value.
The band width (to 3 db points) of the 10 cps filter is
10 cycles, within 1 cps (mneasurements of greater accurpcy than
this were not possible with the equipment available, nor were
they necessary). The attenuation curve for this filter has a
peak below f0, but not above f0, as predicted by the design
analysis.
FIG. 35: CRYSTAL FILTER ATTENUATION
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APPENDIX II
.THE IDEAL SQUARE-LAWN DETECTOR
Consider the peak-reading detector circuit shown in Fig. 36.
It will be assumed that the resctance of the detector Load capa-
citance is very small compnred to R at the carrier frequency, but
is very large compared to R at all modulation frequencies.
The rectifyin" element has the characteristic
i = ke2  (1)
The input voltage will be assumed to be a sinusoidally mod-
ulted carrier. That is,
Ein Ec (1 + m cos wmt) cos wot (2)
= E' cos wot (3)
wnere
E Ec (1 + m cos wmt) (4)
m = r-m-s modulation voltnge
r-m-s carrier voltage
and
wo >> Wm
Under equilibrium conditions, the capacitor will charge to
a voltage
ba IbR (5)
where Ib is the average rectifier current.
i he voltage across the rectifier is then
e E' cos wot -E a  (6)
and
Ea = E' cos 9 (7)
where 9 is half the rngle of conduction per cycle of carrier
frequency as indicated in Fig. 36.
Combining equations (1) and (6) yields
i = k (E' cos wot -Ea) 2,  for e>0 (8)
= 0 , for e<0
Letting wot = O', then the average current becomes
~ ~I _
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tector is NI~' times the actual inout r-m-s modulation index.
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Ib Si d@' Z 1 5k (E' cos 9' -Ea)2 dG'
0 0
Expanding the integrand Pnd carrying out the integration,
Ib 2 Ea 2) E2 sin 29 2EaE' sin 9] (9)
Using sin 29 = 2 sin 9 cos 9, eq.(9) becomes
Ib [(E 2 + Ea ) @ + sin 9 ( 2 cos 9- 2EaE') (10)
Substituting eq.(7) into eq.(10) and regrouping yields
Ib k ( + @ cos 2 9 - 3 sin 9 cos 9) E'
2
I b = K E,2 (11)
Returning to eq.(4), another relationship is obtained for E' 2 ,
E1 2 - Ec 2 (1 + m cos wmt) 2
E c2 (1 + 2m cos wmt + m2 cos wm 2 t)
or approximately,
E ' 2 = Ec 2 (1 + 2m cos wmt), for l1>m (12)
Combining the results of eq.(ll) and eq.(12),
I b = K (Ec2 + 2mEc 2 cos wmt) (13)
The detector output voltage is then (by eq. 5),
E a = KR (Ec2 + 2mE c 2 cos wt) (14)
If an apparent modulation index (ma) is now defined as
ma r-r-m-s detector output voltage at mioduiation frequency
rectified d-c output voltage
then by inspection of eq.(14),
2mKR F2:EL
ma 2 2 m
KR E
That is, the apparent modulation index for a square-law ce-
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APPENDIX III
CONVERSION OF F.M. TO A.M. IN A RESONANT CAVITY
When a caicrowave carrier is tuned to the slope of a reson-
ant cavity, any small deviation of the carrier frequency will
be converted to an equivalent amplitude modulation of the carrier
envelope. The purpose of this appendix is to derive an expres-
sion for a given frequency deviation in terms of the amplitude-
-nodulation index which results from a cavity conversion. Ampli-
tude modulation present on the carrier envelope prior to the in-
troduction of the cavity will be neglected.
The resonant cavity, shown in Fig. 37, has the sane type
of relative response curve as does a simple tuned circuit. For
very large values of Q, which are always characteristic of X-Band
cavities, the relative response curve can easily be shown to have
the equation
Vmax
V = (1)
1 + jQ (W - Wo)wo w
where
w, a resonant frequency of covity, rad/sec.
9 a resonant frequency
bandwidth of response curve to half-power points
Substituting the value a : w into equation (1) yields
wo
V .1 (2)
Vmax 1 + jQ (a-4)
a
If the magnitude of the relative response is denoted by vW,
V
max
then by.taking the magnitude of eq.(2),
1 
I
W = 12 3)
1 + Q (a - -)
a
dimm ·ILCI·C·3-CIII- aaa~ brsrar -C---~----~~il"·ll~ -- - ~LI U· --s~~-r~-~·-~-~ ~-ar-a+----- ------- ·-
UIM
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Consider now a carrier of such frequency if1, that the car-
rier falls at aj, where the response is down 3 db, as shown in
Fig. 37.
From eq.(3), the response falls 3 db when
Q~ (a - 1;) 3 -
so that
=i 1 *L+ for 2~>1OO (L4)
2Q;
Assumne thnt the carrier deviates in frequency sinusoidally
by a smnall amnount hf. Then since f0 Wo»A if, and Q2>lOO,
271
rifo
By inspection of Fig. 3'7, it can be seen that W, the rel-
ative voltage deviation, which is produced by a, the relative
frequency deviation, is given by
V max da ai-
where C- is the slope of the relative response curve at theda
half-power point.
To calculate the slope of the response curve at the half-
power point, and thereby get AW in terms of ~a, we proceed as
follows;
Q~ 2 2 from eq.(3) (7)
or
1 1 Q2 a - )2(8)
W2 a
Dirfferentiating equation (8) yields
-2W'3 dW~i Q2 2(a - 1 )(l 4 a-2  (9)
da -a
At the half-powner point ai, the response ~ is equal to 3-
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Substituting this value of W, and the value of a i from equation
(4) into equation (9), and reducing yields
d ai 2(1 , which for Q 100 yields
ai 2 2(1 + 1)
d( ) =(10)da ai 41-
Equation (10) is the expression for the magnitude of the slope
of the relative response curve at the half-power point. Substi-
tuting this expression into eq.(6), and making use of eq.(5),
Af 2 f o V cps. (11)
Q Vmax
The above relation gives the value of a frequency deviation
in terms of the voltage deviation it produces. The spectrum
analyzer however, measures amplitude-modulation index. For a
relation between f and m (amplitude-modulation index), we note
from Fig. 37 that the voltage output at the carrier frequency
from the resonent cavity is 1 times the maximum outout voltage.
This fact leads to the result that
I I --  V (12)
V, • 7 Vmax
and eq.(11) becomes
Af o m cps. (13)
For X-Band: fo 10,000 mc.
Q 5,000 (this value is somewhat con-
servative, most X-Bpnd cavities having larger Q values)
Assuming a modulqtion index (m) of 105 db below one volt (5.62
microvolts), eq.(13) gives af = 11.24 cps. In this research the
relationship Af = 10 cps for m m -105 db will be used.
hasiizil r ---
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